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LADY AMELIA, PROPERTY OE HIRAM RICKER & SONS, SO. POLAND, ME,

A VISIT TO BONNY BANK PLACE. is used for irrigation

It has long since ceased to be a sub
ject of wonderment to me that the av
erage city man when casting about for
his term of recreation or retirement in
his mind’s eye hies him to the country.
The trees in bloom, the waving grasses,
the delicious fruits in their season, all
conjure up a picture which with the
average man grows too alluring to be
resisted.
If it is good for children to "dig in
the dirt,” then why not for the chil
dren of larger growth.
For some time W. F. Robb, the gen
ial and popular proprietor of the Chase
and Chadwick hotels, Portland, has
been minded to retire from hotel life
for a time and began casting about for
a rural home that should not be too far
from the city that he might enjoy its
advantages’—not too near for its dis
comforts. Such a place he found at
Pleasantdale, a suburb of Portland, and
has been the owner thereof for the pe
riod of about two and one-half years.
The cottage house has been changed
by the building of bay windows and
piazzas until it would scarcely be rec
ognized by the original owner and the
interior has been thoroughly renovat
ed, steam heat and electric lights, bath
rooms in the modern style and lire
places added, everything combining to
make an up-to-date, modern country
residence.

Sebago water runs to the house and

of the lawns.
Drive ways have been cut and a hedge*
of Norway spruce will divide the
lawns from the stables and the farm.
Tlie farm is of about fifteen acres
and it is being liberally dressed and
worked.
All the garden vegetables
and small fruits are grown. There are
apple and pear trees in bearing and
young trees have been set.
Three men are employed on the farm
and there is plenty of work for them
and Mr. Robb occasionally lends a'
hand.
There is a barn 40x50, new and
modern, and piggeries and a good
sized hen house. Three horses are
kept, a cow, some fifty pigs and ninety
hens.
The horse which Mr. Robb drives is
a bay gelding by Tom Lang right
abound 16 hands and might have been
quite a trotter had he been trained.
His weight is 1150 lbs. and he can pull
a surry with four people or give one a
good ride to a light buggy.
The swine are a cross between the
Berkshire and the White Chester.
They give the best satisfaction.
The hens are Barred Plymouth Rock
and White Wyandotte.
Mr. Robb uses a Challenge Incubator
and when he gets to living on his
farm, which will not be long distant,
he will do a more extensive business,
and will probably go in for the breed
ing of some class of neat stock, though
this is not as yet definitely settled.

We passed a very pleasant’ hour at
the place and hope to see it when Mr.
Robb shall be at home to callers at
Bonny Bank Place.

once every week with some shallow
working tool that will not bring the
roots to the surface , he discourages
every stalk and shoot, and no green
G. M. H.
flag of the enemy is allowed to appear
above the ground.
He well knows
when the harrowing is neglected and
WITCH GRASS.
the green leaves show themselves, that’
the roots below are drawing aid a’rtl
In order to thrive witch grass must succor from the air and sun where bebe able to get its leaves above ground fore they were dying from suffocation,
so as to breathe. Because of its great
We well remember the pleasure we
root system it is very tenacious of life derived from cleaning our first’ field of
but its roots are of little avail if they this pest. It was a bad,
hjt and
ar« kept blanketed from the air. While contained three acres, but 1,11,1 sum
land is well set with this pest we re mer’s clean fallowing did it, and the 1
gard it as of little value for agricul wasn’t a hatfull of live roots left in i.lio
tural purposes. Witch grass is so deep land, and the cultivation of 'orn ou
rooted that the fine toothed weeders that field tlie next year v’ui so
that are employed in modern cultiva- that it was like working in an ash
tion are useless and their good offices heap’ ,? most Avwable
are defeated.
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y
? .Yeek tint'1 the
battle of life when they left the farm gc .ed ^zes this fall commencnv
and went out to do battle with the.
18 dr/ enough
w thout packing next spring, ny
whole world. But now the. killing of
weekly
harrowing.
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much
and
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TURF,
THE EASTERN STATE PAIR.

If preparations count for anything,
the Eastern Maine State Fair of 1900
will he the best ever held in the State.
This fair is an event always looked for
ward to by the people in and around
Bangor and those who go to see it this
year will go home better satisfied than
ever before. The managemnt has made
a special effort this year to have some
good running races. It is hard to get
good running horses here but those
coming to the fair this year, will see
four races, with a good field of horses
in each. Running races are very excit
ing on account of the gaudy uniforms
worn by the jockeys and the closeness
with which the races are contested. It
is seldom that horses in a running race
string out as they sometimes do in the
trot and pace.
The stake, races have all been filled
ami there will be the largest field of
horses in the sulky ever seen here.
The stakes are all of $300 and will be
divided 10, 15, 25, and 50 per cent.
Eight stake races and a consolation
ought to make a pretty good four days’
sport.
The exhibits of stock promises to be
the largest in the history of the fair.
Suitable premiums have been offered
for such exhibits, as well as for the
other products of the farm.
There will be new features in the
line of acrobatic feats.
There is a
company of tumblers, jugglers, slack
wire walkers and horizontal bar per
formers and a daring leap by Miss Al
ice, from a height of 45 feet into a tank
of water. Then will follow the great
back somersault by Dana Thompson
from a height of 95 feet.
Those who were at the fair last year
will remember the wonderful reproduc
tion of the battle of Manila, by Pain’s
Fireworks Company. Nothing in the
shape of a reproduction could be more
realistic. This year the same company
will present the Battle of San Juan
Hill. There will he the block-house,
the barbed wire fences, and trenches
defended by Spaniards, the Rough Rid
ers led by "Teddy” Roosevelt, charg
ing up the hill, the bursting of shells,
waving of flags, rattle of musketry, and
the deep boom of cannon. All this will
be as realistic as money and ingenuity
can make it.
After the battle there
will be a grand display of fireworks
such as has never been equalled in
Maine. Not the least part of the show
is the great crowd wandering here,
there and everywhere, each following
his own bent. Some look at the cattle,
some at the vegetables and dairy prod
ucts, some are interested in the races,
and all in the scenes on the Midway
Plaisance.
One attraction which is indeed a nov
elty is a series of four races between
automobiles, for which $1,000 has been
offered in stakes, and an extra $100 to
the automobile which goes the mile in
less than two minutes.
An automobile is now going through
the northern part of the State adver
tising the Eastern Maine State Fair
and is attracting a lot of attention. In
dications are that there will be an im
mense crowd in Bangor all the week,
and the electric car companies are
making arrangements to handle it.
ROCKLAND ITEMS.

FARM

“Hit the Nail
On the Head.
•

If you have eruptions, pains in ihe
head or kidneys, stomach trouble and
feelings'of weariness, “Hit the nail on
the head." Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the
hammer to use. It will purify your blood.
The masses praise rt for doing this and
makings the whole body healthy.

Never Disappoints
A SUCCESSFUL STARTING JUDGE.
Albert H. Merrill, of Danvers, Mass.,
is winning golden opinions by his work
as a starting judge this season. The
Poston Herald said of him recently:
“Starter A. H. Merrill made a
favorable start for bis season’s
work at Dbver last week.
He
had the horses out on the. track to the
minute in each heat, there were but
few scores, the horses were all sent
away on even terms, and the public
was. treated to a lot of clean, fast rac
ing each afternoon which was devoid
of all long waits. The result was that
the racing was over at a reasonable
hour each day. It was good work on
Mr. Merrill’s part, .and the public ap
preciated it.” In the Boston Traveller,
trotting editor Ed Cogswell remarked:
“Starter Bert Merrill did himself great
credit through the meeting. He was in
excellent form, getting the horses away
with little scoring, while heat after
heat the horses were lined across the
track when he gave the word. It was
really good work and deserves partic
ular mention.”
Mr. Merrill starts Col. Morrill’s great
August meeting.
THE EXETER RACES.
Eight hundred people attended the
races at Exeter Tuesday. A number of
horsemen were present from Bangor.
The races offered good sport and espec
ially was this the case in the 2.26 class.
E. H. Greeley, of Ellsworth, ’was the
starter-and the other judges were D.
W. Quimby, of Stetson, and L. R. Wi
ley. of Bangor. The summary:
2.50 Class, Purse $100.
Charles M., b g, Gillis,
111
Hube, blk g, Ireland,
5 2 2
Cruso, blk s. Dyer,
3 3 3
Laura B., b m, Burrill,
4 5 5
Capt. Huff, b g, Wheelden.
6 4 4
Rhoda West, b m, Lyford,
2 4 dr
Time—2.36V,. 2.34V... 2.34%.
2.30 Class. Purse $100.
Clifford Wilkes, blk g, Andrews,1 1 1
Sebat, b g. Davis,
3 2 2
Ladv L., b m, Lancaster.
2 3 3
Time—2.31V,. 2.36V/, 2.29"/,.
2.26 Class, Purse $100.
Selanus, b g, Burrill,
3 2 111,
Eolus, blk g, Robinson, 112 2 2
Cboragns, b g. Morse, 2 3 3 4 3
Artist, b s, McKusick,
4 4 4 3 4
Time—2.26%, 2.26, 2.27%, 2.27%, 2.27.
2.19 Class, Purse $100.
Scooter, b g, Wheelden,
111
Gypsy Boy, b g, Libby,
2 2 3
Sarah Jane, b m, Deering,
3 3 2
Time—2.26, 2.25%, 2.25%.

A call at the stable of Berry Bros.
BREEDING BY THE SEASON.
Saturday morning found Fred H. Berry
not feeling very well, but still in good
The Supreme Court of Maine lias re
courage. His three fast ones Belle P.
.17%, Lucky Strike .19% and Susie M. cently handed down a decision of much
.27% are in fine condition.
Lucky interest to breeders of horses. The gist
Strike and Susie M. will trot in the of the ruling is that if a mare is bred
Aces here next Thursday. If Mr. Ber- to a stallion, the service fee to be paid
fN health ijnproves he will enter them after the first mating and the owner of
the mare to have the privilege of re
in N State Fair races.
“ \ Follett has a fine colt, Nellie turning her to the horse during the
Merrill;^o y^rs obj ^he tenth of last season If she fails to get with foal, her
April, c<% chest.nut, silver mane and
X?®® lbs., sired by Merrill
2.10%, nisi a,, by watchmaker. His
FARM FOR SALE.
2 09- Ham Mollie by
One hundred and twenty-five acres
Mr c t
thoroughbred,
horseman
well known on Androscoggin river in Brunswick,
borse^m b
has two fine one and one-half miles from village.
horses m his care this reason
The
house finished throughout and
first is Newsboy 2.22%. \wsboy was inLarge
good repair. Suitable for two fam
sire by Oscar and Oscar by X»»tcrload ilies. Cistern in cellar. Good wells of
a son of Hambletonian 10.
lan{ good wator.
of Newsboy was Nettle dam of tear
Barn 70x43, fitted up for up for milk
the list anti herscH in tlie great
Stable a'fio carriage house.
mare list. She was sire(1 b Ton) Ha‘ farm.
wood lot. Good sized orx.
meThfity
—xj acre
x- "x'-'■
and was a great mare.^
trotted a half in 1.04 ami
^cherNes^ aPPl6&’
30 seconds. Mr.
hag
A fineBtock farmj marke~
Ration lor stoc
Glen Nevis, bv Sable Wilkes,
mare
Theo.
Here
is
a
spK^”®
rm Va
g °r milk farrm.
good
good
■
’’vidually
he
i$£
inCaU”LtonR
d stallion
and individually he
^7 good* nf
two ’years ago and
\^d
i
to
% as
as then.
as bis
ids breeding.
breeding, He
ne was
was bred
men ax
to s°
LUBU’ Conven'“unveu"
md was shipped ^Ve°v
3a,, Mateo Calif., and
t " °'s and college. Free rural
n°“ t'Scn two yearss of age. We are
turther
,
% ju
g!ad toXww tbat be iS
is receiving a lib- apply tn
t
wadSS;1!.01!.’.Price, etc.
HARTWELL LITTLE,
----7-10^°
in this vicinity.
Brunswick, Me.
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HOKE,

owner cannot recover the fee paid if
the horse dies before the mare can be
returned to him. Breeding by the sea
That’s bad. Lame horses are unprofitable either
son is much in vogue, the fee being
for use or sale. Don’t have a lame horse.
Cure him with
paid after the first service, and there
fore tlie decision deals with a very
...KENDALL’S
SPAVIN CURE...
old reliable remedy for Mpuvin*. Ringbone*.
common cause of controversy. The de the
cision was to be expected. The first Splints, Curbs, etc., and all forms of LmncneM.
service is primarily that which is paid
for, the stallion owner according the
owner of the mare the privilege of
bringing her back if she fails to get
with foal. The additional privilege is
thrown in for good measure.
In
“breeding by the season” the owner of
the mare takes-all the risks when pay
ment for the service is made at the
time of first mating her to the horse.
Not only is this decision interesting
as affecting contracts of the sort de
scribed, but also in its relation to con
most successful remedy ever discovered,
tracts made for services during one asItitisisthe
certain in its effects and cure* without u
season with privilege of return the blemish, ns It does not blister.
East Millstone, N. J., Jan. 15, ’98.
next. A large proportion of the racing
Gentlemen:—For the last ten years I have used Kendall’s
Cure with good success, and have absolutely cured
stallions stand at stated fees “by the Spavin
Spavins after our best Veterinaries said nothing would cure but
season, with return • privilege if the to have the horse fired. I wish you would send me your “Horse
Yours respectfully,
E. S. ROGERS.
mare fails to get with foal.” Many Book.”
Such endorsements as the above are a guarantee of
owners take the precaution to state merit.
Prlee, $1; six for So. Asa liniment for fam
use it has no equal. Ask your druggist for Kenspecifically in their published an ily
dall’s Spavin Cure, also “A Treatise on the Horse,” the
nouncements that mares bred by the book free, or address
season may be returned if they do not
DR. B. J. KENDALL CO., Enosburg Falls, Vt.
get with foal, “provided the horse is
alive and in the same ownership.”
This proviso removes all doubt and un
certainty, but in many instances it is
not inserted. Applying the principle
involved in the Supreme Court decis
ion it would seem that the death ot the
stallion would absolve the owner from
any obligation to the owners of mares
bred the year before by the season
with return privilege. The principles
underlyng the two cases are exactly
similar. In the one the owner of the
mare breeds her, pays his money and
has the privilege of returning her up
AUG. 28, 29 AND 30,1900.
to a certain stated date without fur
ther cost provided she does not con In connection with Fair of Gray Park
Association.
ceive to the first mating. In the other
the owner contracts for the services of
the horse to his mare during a stated
FIRST DAY.
period for which he pays the price and
then he has the privilege of returning
$50
his mare to the horse between stated Green Horses, Purse,
dates in the following year. It follows
then that if in the first instance the
SECOND DAY.
death of the stallion absolves the stal
lion owner from any farther liability
$100
under his contract, it ought in the sec 3-Minute Class, Purse,
ond to operate in an exactly similar
$150
manner. For which reasons this de 2.25 Glass, Purse,
cision of the Supreme Court of Maine
is of much importance to all owners of
THIRD DAY.
mares who send them to he bred to
stallions owned by other persons.—
2.38 Glass, Purse,
$100
Breeders’ Gazette.^

YOUR HORSE LAME?

Races

At

Gray Park.

Absorbine, Jr.,
Cures Boils,
Abcesses, etc.
Kills Pain,
Absorbs Any Soft Bunch.
If afflicted send $1.00 for a bottle.
Describe your case fully, and any
special directions needed will be
sent free. Address the Mfgr.,

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F.,
SPRINGFIELD,

-

-

MASS.

2.15 Trotters or 2.18 Pacers,
Purse,
$200
All races to bo trot or pace. Entrance
fee of five per cent to accompany nom
ination. Additional five pel’ cent from
winners only. All races governed by
rules of National Trotting Association.
Four to enter, three to start in all
races. Purses divided 50, 25, 15, and
10 per cent. Mile heats, best three in
five. Horses distancing the field or
any part thereof receive one money
only. All the purses open to all horses.
Entries close Aug. 20, 1900. Con
ditional entries will not be received.
Hobbles not barred. Entries to he
made to Supt'. of Horses, J. T. HAN
COCK, Gray, Me.
6-8

Change in Date and Program.
Augusta
Trotting Park.
Thurs., Aug. 16, instead of Sat. the 18th.
ENTRIES TO CLOSE AUG. 10th.

2.17 Class, Trot or Pace, 2.19 Class, Trot or Pace, =
2.25 Class, Trot or Pace, -

$200
200
150

Trotters with records one second faster allowed to compete
in the .17 and .19 classes and 2 seconds faster in the .25 class.
We shall try to have Mr. Briggs of Boston to this meeting.
Send your entries early.

LEE & LISHNESS.

TURF,

The

FARM

AND

Maine
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HOME.

State Fair

TO BE HOLDEN AT LEWISTON, MAINE,

Sept. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1900,
IS NOW ALL READY.
The season and place are right for a GALA WEEK.
Do not plan to spend your vacation where oidy the land,
the sea and the sky can be seen.

NOTE THE RACE PROGRAM;
Trotting Foals of 1896, $300.
'
Trotting Foals of 1897, $300.

The

Old State Fair Offers Something Better.

The various industries of all New England can be seen
there. The courage, perseverance and intelligence of Maine
people, and, in fact, of all NewEngland can be best appreci
ated at the Maine State, of all the fairs in the Eastern States.

THE SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

2.50
2.50
2.40
2 34
2.35
2.30

Class, Trot,
Class, Pace,
Stake, Trot,
Stake, Pace,
Class, Trot,
Class, Pace,

$300
300
400
400
300
300

2 24 Stake, Pace,
2.25 Class, Trot,
2.20 Class, Pace,
2.20 Class, Trot,
2.19 Stake, Pace,
2.16 Class, Trot,
2 11 Class, Pace,

400
300
400
400
400
600
800

Special Races for Evening

the double high dive, with somersault, 100 FEET INTO A
POOL OF WATER, by man and wife has never before
been presented to the people of Maine. In short the entire

Will be announced later. No time will be lost at the Maine
State Fair this year. No fair on earth offers such opportuni
ties to see and become conversant with the vast industries of
the G rand Old State of Maine as does this Eair of Fairs.
The Class Events are now open. Look them over
and make your entries.
Write for blanks and all particulars to

program is of the highest and most noted talent in the country.

GEO. H. CLARKE, Sec’y, North Anson, Maine.

Are better than ever.

The skill and daring of the HIGH

WIRE BICYCLE ACT, 100 feet from

THE FAIRFIELD MEETING.
Here is tlie list of entries for the
Fairfield meeting scheduled for Thurs
day and Friday of this week. All the
purses filled in great shape as the list
shows. Here it is:
2.50 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $100.
Tasso, b g, by Wilkes, Fisher.
Huhe by Ervin M., Ireland.
Charles M., b g, by Lotliair Jr, Gillis.
Robert Y., blk s by Eolus, Goodridge.
Esther, b m, by Nelson, Martin
Farm.
Percy B., b m, by Wilkes, Martin
Farm.
Select Nelson, b s, by Nelson, Letroneau.
Gray Wilkes, g g, by Mambrino,
Boody.
Darcey, ro g, by Also, Boody.
Frena, by Bayard Wilkes, Bonnallie.

the ground,

Lady Patcben, b m, by Tennett
Horse, Bonnallie.
Slippery Dick, blk s, by Jedwood,
Richardson.
Bryan, b g, by Wilkes, Brown.
Gene F., ch g, by Eolus, Jewell.
Harry, b g, by Also, Jewell.,
Morning News, ch g, by Pickering,
Kennedy.
Mildred &., b m, by Also, Southard.
Lestress, br m, by Lester, Sawyer.
Prince by Shaw’s Knox, Webb.
Little Fred, b g, Waite.
Address, ch g, Fisher.
Addison, b g, by Dictator Chief, Fish
er.
Nero, 1) g, by Parker, Day,
Catlin, blk c, by Wilkes, Nelson.
Ginger blk g, by Wilkes, Nelson.
2.25 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $150.
Butcher Girl, b m, by Young Gideon,
Mahue.
ChoragUs, b g, by Choralist, Ireland.

DR. CHARLES F. ROBERTS’

Chameleon Oil
Liniment*
IT IS POSITIVELY
THE ONLY LINIMENT THAT LOCATES LAMENESS, FOR A CERTAIN
TY, IN MAN OR BEAST.
FACTS that are the TRUTH, and will be credited by all who will investi
gate, and are interested in horses and all dumb animals, and their
POCKET BOOKS as well.
Are you a Bicycle Rider? If so, get you a bottle of CHAMELEON OIL. It
smells so good, and makes you feel so good after a long ride, when you rub
your tired muscles. Try CHAMELEON OIL LINIMENT upon your sore and
sweaty feet and see how nice It will make them feel. It will stop them from
sweating and make them smell sweeter. It will not Injure or blister the skin
when used in its full serength. If you don’t want to spend a half dollar you
can buy a bottle for a quarter. If your druggist does not keep CHAMELEON
OIL In stock, place a quarter or a half dollar in the space in the Cardboard,
put Into an envelope and address CHAMELEON OIL CO., 263 Dover St., Bos
ton, and we will send you a bottle at once. If you have tried all others try
this and be convinced of its value to relieve your pains and aches.

Vulcan, ro g, by Jay Bird, Fisher.
Linnie G., blk m, by Eolus, Morrill.
Nancy G., blk m, by Eolus, Kimball. 2.35 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $100.
Percy B., b m, by Wilkes, Martin
----------- , by Ervin M., Ireland.
Farm.
Butcher Girl, b m, by Young Gideon,
A1 Pointer, cli m, by Romeo, Bonnal Mahue.
lie.
Charles M., b g, by Lothair, Jr., GilStub Wilkes, b g, by Ernest Wilkes, lis.
Lee.
Robert Y., blk s, by Eolus, GoodNed 0., b g, Reynolds.
ridge.
Rex Wilkes, blk g, by Johnnie
Esther, b m, by Nelson, Martin
Wilkes, Ridley.
Farm.
Grace Lake, ch m, by George Lake,
Percy B., b m, by Wilkes, Martin
Jaynes.
Farm.
Sammy W., b g, by Messenger DioSelect Nelson, b s, by Nelson, Letromed, Webb.
neau.
Lancey, b g, by Apple Jack, Morrill.
Grey Wilkes, g g, by Mambrino,
Clifford Wilkes, blk g, by Harry Boody.
Wilkes, Andrews.
Darcey, ro g, by Also, Boody.
2.30 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $125.
Frona, by Bayard Wilkes, Bonnallie.
Sebat, br g, by Ervin M., Ireland.
Lady Patchen, by Tennett Horse,
Vulcan, ro g, by Jay Bird, Fisher.
Bonnallie.
Esther, b m, by. Nelson, Martin
Slippery Dick, blk s, by Jedwood,
Farm.
Richardson.
Percy B., b m, by Wilkes, Martin
Vollie, b g, Brown.
Farm.
Gene F., ch g, by Eolus, Jewell.
Select Nelson, b s, by Nelson, LetroHarry, b g, by Also, Jewell.
neau.
Morning News, cb g, by Pickering
Darcey, ro g, by Also, Boody.
Kennedy.
Stub Wilkes, b g, by Ernest Wilkes,
Lady Brooks, br m, by Ellsworth,
Lee.
Sawyer.
Vollie, b g, Brown.
Bertha Wilkes,
Morning News, ch g, by Pickering, Wilkes, Sibley.
Kennedy.
Tony Belmont,
Hattie S., ch m, by Appleton, Simp Webb.
son.
Address, ch g, Fisher.
Blanche P., b m , by Also, Parker,
Annie Wilkes, blk m,
j0*owhegan
Grace Lake, cb m, by Red Lake, Wilkes, Ryder.
Jaynes.
Prince, blk g, Stone,
Sammy W., b g, by Messenger DioGeorge T., Jones,
med, Webb.
Homans, b g, Nel»°nFannie Wellington, b m, by St. Elmo,
W7jat Not to Say.
Tak
Withee.
Do not saV. "J can’t eat ,.j am
Annie Wilkes, blk m, by Skowhegan
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and >>od never
Wilkes, Ryder.
time, up
Clifford Wilkes, blk g, by Harry hungry
hurts me.”
/fiends that you
Wilkes, Andrews.
Never say to Turning as at night,
Maud Nelson, ch m, by Nelson, Nel
are
as
tmed
m
sj,arp
they wi)1
son.
2.20 Clas. Trot and Pace, Purse $200. If they naKs Sa/saparilla cures that
Nancy G., blk m, by Eolus. Kendall. tell you Rr
Commander, b s, by Wilkes, Letro- tired feesay, “My face is full of pimT)o 'you are quite likely to be told
neau.
£1 Pointer, ch g, by Romeo, Bonnal pbjme one, “There’s no need of thr;t^Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures pimpt?
lie.
„
Newmarch, b s, by Nelson, Hall.
It is improper and unnecessaZ, ,
Bay Dean, b g, Reynolds.
,, say, “My health is poor and m ',.
Maud H., br m, by General Wit*
is bad.” Hood’s Sarsaparilla^], ®,ve
Jr., Simpson.
Buck, you good blood, and goodv£ce wilt
Lady Goodwin, b m, by DudN
follow as a natural conse"
Russell,

T '0 ft F,

Business Horses

f fi R ».

J Bottled
5 Health

FOR SALE

FOR BILIOUS FOLKS
™ru«

"L. F,” Atwaod's Bitters
AT 1 HE CORNER STORE.

TURF, FARM & HOME
1 have a new lot of good business horses
weighing from 900 to 1800. These horses
are all ready for business.
Call and see them.

H. F. GUMMINGS,
AUGUSTA,

-

-

MAINE.

Bowman Street, East Side, NearCony St.
Inquire at Revere House.
46tf

HORSES BOUGHT SOLD AND
EXCHANGED

EDITORIAL CHIT CHAT.
Take the Children to Town With You.
We notice of late that the average
father who resides in the ' rural dis
tricts, has adopted the most commend
able habit of frequently carrying his
chldre'n to town when he makes a
business trip, if the weather is suit
able. In the good old days when we
were all hoys and girls and lived on the
farm, the only time we saw the town
and its various attractions for young
eyes, was on circus days and when the
annual cattle show and fair came in

Horse Owners! Use
GOMBAULT’S

Caustic
Balsam

A fresh car load each week. ' Prices low,
terms easy. A big stock of harnesses on
I>.ni, . Heavy team harnesses of our own
make a specialty.

JONAS EDWARDS,
AUBURN, ME., Sept. 29, '99.

A Safe Speedy and Positive Care
The Safest, Best BLISTER ever used. Takes
the place of all liniments for mild or severe action.
Removes
Bunches or Blemishes from Horses
and Cattle. SUPERSEDES ALL CAUTERY
OR FIRING- Impossible to produce, scar or blemish.

Every bottle sold is warranted to give satisfaction
Price $1.50 per bottle. Sold by druggists, or
sent by express, charges paid, with full directions
for its use. Send for descriptive circulars.
fHB LAWRENCB«W1LLIAMS CO., Cleveland O.

Telephone 54-3. Call and see us. Corres
pondence Solicited.
I’. S. I will pay a fair price for some
good, l»ig work horses.

HORSE
TROT
Moulton’s improved
AT

HARTLAND,

Bike Sulkies

AUGUST 18, 1900.
2.50 Class,
2.26 Class,

$100
$100

AND GAflE OF BALL
For purse of $25. Hartland vs. Ban
gor. Two champion teams of the
State.
There will be a dance at the Opera
house in the evening.
; Entries for races close, Aug.
must be made to

11,

and

J. A. GOODRICH, See.
I’. S. See entry blanks for condi
tions.
'
5-8

D. P. MANLEY
Track Specialties,

you want an up-to-date bike or cart
for a little money. They are no exManufacturer of
periment w, they have been on the
market for five years, and need no
^commendation. They are admired
kJ \11 horsemen. Hundreds of them in
Horse Boots, Halters, Russet Reins,
use. Vully guaranteed.
Raw Hide Checks, Safety and Sidebar
Secoin.ijan(} bikes cheap. Price $85, Straps, Raw Hide black and elastic
same as ict^, year
Hopples. We fit all peculiarities. Sat
isfaction guaranteed and prices reas
w. h. MOULTON,
onable.
________________ Hudson, Mass.
44 Sudbury Street,
50 3mo
BOSTON, MASS.

Do I Use

HAZLN’s YANKEE
LINlMERp?
Because I l',,j * the
It will not only relieve anti
r soreness, but cures sore, swen^ftU sprains
endons. It, is the best and clienR knotted
,ody wash 1 have ever found. It
and
.ords and sinews hard and strong, etv^thc
Ay horses to do more and faster work.
.Yankee Spavin Cure is warranted to cini
3’v^ney refunded.
, . , ,,,
1
Scratch Ointment is the kind that

cuies.-i ajv

utactUTed by

XMKKE
l.t.haz
)
Sold by C*
Coodwih &

REMEDY COMPANY,
. Manager,
Melrose, Mass,
, Carter & Meigs, George C.
"Yeeks & Potter, Boston.

J. W. Thompson,
CANTON, MB.

Starting
Judge.

Am
,. . „ ’ ln^3“,g ®niga«einents for 1900.
41tf
U rite for Terms.

AMD

HO M DC.

the autumn. The fact that our parents
could take us as well as not on other
occasions, never seemed to occur to
them, and the result was that our
knowledge of the village was very
meager indeed, hut we are glad to note
that a change has come about, and now
it is quite the thing to take tlie little
folks along in the two seated family
carriage, and the result must lie very
beneficial to all concerned.

Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer.—Its valu
able properties as a speedy cure for
pain cannot fail to be generally appre
ciated, and no family should be with
out it in case of accident, or sudden at
tack of dysentery, diarrhoea or cholera
morbus. Sold everywhere. Avoid sub
stitutes. there is but one Pain-Killer.
Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.

The King Devil weed has made its
appearance in various parts of the
state and the farmers are horrified
Steps are to be
The children now a days have more over the discovery.
privileges than their fathers and taken at once to kill out the pest.
mothers had and see more of tlie ac
tive scenes of life, and naturally, are
more intelligent and are not so apt to
he awed and charmed by what seems
to them pure gold and .sunshine, when,
as a matter of fact, it is but the cheap
est tinsel, and too often partakes very
largely of moonshine.
The children
are taken to the Grange now, and are
given a Chance to participate in the ex
ercises at a very early age. They are as
familiar with tlie ways of the town as
though they were born and bred with
in city limits, and as a result we see
less of evidences of ruralism, not only
in their habits and general appearance,
hut in their dress as well. There is
nothing now to determine whether a
boy or girl lives in sight of the city
common or twenty miles from the City
Hall.
Well bred youths and lassies
Endorsed by all leading Horsemen
show their good breeding and ' have
nothing of the bashfulnees and shy for side lining or pulling horses.
ness of manner which used to he so Horses afraid of electrics perfectly
painfully embarrassing, not only to controlled; for colt breaking has no
the.subjects themselves, hut to lookers superior. Price $3300. For particulars
address,
W. T. GIBSON,
on.
11 Willard Street.,
Cambridge, Mass.
. ---- O---a»tf
The change is all'for the better, and
we are glad to note, as we have already
said, that it is steadily on the increase,
and we believe the more the young
folks see of tlie town, the-better they
will be satisfied' with their own home
surroundings, and if not satisfied,, they
will strive the harder to make their
A---- TJ—A
placed in our
home life pleasanter and more cheer
if
El
I*
handswillplace
ful, not only to themselves but to their
/BI
si inyours(freight
parents, and they are much more apt
V Ijggjfen w p re pa i d), t h e
to stay on the farm than t[iey would
W Bt 1 1 19 veryl,cst possibe if they never were permitted to see
I
hie instrument
the town sights only semi-occasionally.
WAvaiSL
for dissipating
Some one has well said that the way
I TNbcrfic'.'lp darkness,viz: a
to keep the boy on the farm is to send
Dietz
him away from home. ' We say, the
way to keep the boy' and girl on the
Crystal
farm is to let them go from home oc
Lantern
casionally, and if their home is what
it should be. the more they go from it
Heavy square
tube-frame,
the more anxious they will he to re
simple anti-fuss side-lift, glass
turn to it.
non-leakable oil font, burner and
----- O----globe securely locked down.
As for light, it furnishes a veri
Now that the great hulk of the hay
table flood of it—indeed ’tis an
crop has been harvested, and in many
open question which is “ lightest”
places the crop is so unsatisfactory,
the lantern or its cost. Shall we
why would it, not be a good time to
mail you (free of course) cur little
look about and see where we are at?
Lamp Booklet ?
It Is strange to hear practical men of
affairs express surprise that year
R. E. DIETZ COMPANY
by year the Maine hay crop is
Laight Street
gradually diminishing. If our soil
was not the very best for the
Established
in 1840. N ew York
growing of good grasses, the yield
would decrease very much faster
than it does, hut it is growing beauti
fully less plenty fast enough, it must
he admitted, but the sad thing about
PORTER’S
the whole business is that, instead of
an improvement, things will continue
to go from bad to worse on our hay
fields until we wake up to the fact that
we are and have been robbing them
unmercifully for years. The average
Maine farmer, we are sorry to say,
seems to forget that a grass field is
subject to precisely the same laws that
any other supply is. Where everything
is taken and nothing is furnished, it is
a matter of a very short time when
nothing will be grown. For years our
farmers have been seeing how much
hay they could sell, and how little they
could feed out. Even the worm will
turn after a while, and a stone drag
has been known to become dishearten
ed and give up its burden; why then
should we expect our mowing fields to
continue the yield bountifully when no
material is given to replace the great
amount of matter taken away. It is
the old, old story, no matter how good
the bank account is, it will sooner or
later give out if checks are continually NO BIT IN THE HORSES MOUTH
drawn and no deposits are made.
Why, then, do our farmers complain Horsemen endorse this Bridle because it
that the drought gives them short hay is the best for all horses. It prevents
crops? We were on a farm the other frothing, lolling of the tongue, etc.
day of dry, sandy loam, where more No more trouble with sore mouths.
than two tons to the acre were being The hardest pullers driven with ease.
harvested, where if the land had been Every lover of the horse should use it,
cropped for years without any return, because it is humane.
the crop would not have been worth Equipped with Straps to Fit Any Bridle.
cutting this year. A plenty of mois State If you use side check or overdraw.
INTERNATIONAL BRIDLE CO.,
ture is a good thing for a hay field,
hut a bountiful supply of good, old Reom 402 Sudbury Bid., Boston, Mass.
fashioned barn manure will make it Sent prepaid on receipt of $3.00 for En
impossible for a drought to spoil the amel; sent prepaid on receipt of $3.50 fo/
crop.
Nickel.

J ames’
Safety
Bit.

HUMANE BRIDLE.

TURF,
HORSES.

Hood
Farm

FARM

FOR SALE—Show Bull-afld
lie is in condition to win at
the Fall Fairs, solid light
yeinon fawn. Dropped July
•_>1, 1899. Sire, Hood Farm 1*6gis, sire ot 2 in 14 lh. list and
winner ot first prize as best
.,ged hull at Wisconsin and
Illinois state Fairs, 899. Dam,
Fancy Adonis, 14 lbs. 9';!
oz., by Fancy’s ITarry
from Lilly Adonis, a 40 lb.
cow. Write lor price to
IIOOD FARM, Lowell, Mass.’

Valuable Horses
For Sale. Jerseys

A Great Cross Matched Roan
Bay Pair of Roadsters.

and

Vulcan and Matin Bell.
Each with i. record of 2.27% as fouryear-olds.
'
VULCAN is a roan gelding, by Jay
Bird; dam by Alcyone; second dam
American Clay; third dam Almont;
fourth dam thoroughbred.
MATIN BELL, by Dawn R. 2.20;
dam by Hambletonian Knox. This is
a bay mare that took her record of
2.27% as a l’our-year-old. She is capa
ble of showing 2.20 any time.
Here is a rattling good pair, both of
them are kind and easy to drive, and
fearless of all objects on the road.
Come and see tnem.
Also bay mart by Nelson 2.09; dam
by Hambletoniaa Knox, weighs 1000
pounds, is an excellent roadster, fear
less, sound, and kind, and all right in
every way. Can show a 2.30 clip.
Have also a mare that will hitch
well with the above, and two or three
good roadsters of fine finish and qual
ity.
ALSO
LITTLE JAKE 2,26%. Here Is an
elegant road horse of quality, and he
has shown his present owner quarters
in 32% seconds—a 2.10 gait. He is a
good actor and an all round stylish
road horse of the attractive type.
For full particulars and further de
scription of any of the above, call on
or address E. H. GREELEY, Ells
worth, Me.
41tf

ANGORA GOATS FOR SALE.
We have a thousand head of Angora
Nannies and some fine Billy’s for de
livery between now and September.
Write for prices.
Geo. E. Allen’s Pamphlet, “The An
gora Goat, The Wealth of the Wilder
ness,” 25 cents.
4tf
HORACE A. FIELD, Wellsboro, Pa.

BREEDER’S

CARDS.

BERKSHIRES.
Thoroughbred Berkshire pigs for breed
ing from both imported and domestic
strains. Boar pigs, $4.00, sow and boar,
$7.50; 2 sows and boar, $10, not akin.
I
have also a few I. O. Chesters at same
prices. Signed ELM HILL FARM, Box
125, Cumberland Centre, Me.
MOUNTAIN FARM HEREFORDS.
Waterville, Me.
Registered Hereford Cattle bred at the
Farm. Young stock, of good size and
dark red with pure white faces and white
points, for sale at reasonable prices.
Member of American Hereford Cattle
Breeders’ Association.
45-20
APPLETON WEBB, Prop.

GRANT FARM JERSEYS.
Blood of the World
i’ouug stock for sale.

Fair winners,
Address.

V. B. GRANT,

13tf

Gardiner, Maine.

Valuable Horses

WILLIAM RANKIN,

FOR SALE.

Breeder of

Harold Wilkes 2.38%, by Wilkes;
flam Miss Vida 2.28%, by Red Jacket.
This is a bay gelding, five years old
and in good condition for the fall races.
Very fast and a game race horse.
Lena Wilkes, bay mare by Wilkes,
four years old; dam Miss Vida.
Roy Nelson, bay gelding by Nelson;
two years old; dam Miss Vida.
Year old stallion (.bay) by Wilkes;
dam Miss Vida.
These colts are sound and kind and
with exception of Harold Wilkes, never
worked for speed. Can he seen at my
stable now or at Maine State Fair,
1900, if not sold before. Address
M. O. EDWARDS, M. D.,
7-9
Lewiston, Me.

A FREAK
OF NATURE.
A RARE CHANCE FOR SHOWMEN.
A horse which is of neither sex, but
in parts and appearance resembling
cither.
A natural, curiosity which would be
a big drawing’ card for our fall fairs.
Roan in color, between eleven and
twelce hundred pounds. Good roadster
and safe for any one to drive.
For further particulars, price, etc.,
address,
G. A. MABBETT,
G-9
Newport, Me.
GOOD HORSE FOR SALE.
Bay gelding, black points, hind feet
white, seven years old, 16 hands, 1100
pounds, fearless and kind, stylish as a
peacock and will attract attention of
all lovers of a good horse. He never
was handled for speed, but can step
some. Sired by Elmbrook. Price right
for the quality of the horse.
C. F. HAVENER,
46tf
Searsport, K^e.

Pair
of Cobs Wanted
Wanted a pair of dock tail
cobs, weighing not less than
2400 pounds.
52tf

BEOADACRES,
Riverside, Me.

Registered Holstein Cattle
Only High Class Dairy Stock
Bred. Surplus for sale at
Reasonable Prices.
BROCKTON, MASS

MISCELLANEOUS.

“BIKE” SULKY

For Sale. Made over from high wheels.
Cost $125 when new. In good repair,
light and all right. Will sell low as 1
have no use for it now. Address
C. A. GASSETT, ,
7-9
' Brunswick, Me.
BERKSHIRE PIGS for sale. Longfellow strain. First premium at
Nashua Fair Association. LAWNDALE
FARM, Tyngsboro, Mass.
51-11
CIGARS.
Cigars—Will send trial box of twen
ty-five Hunter’s Return, a ten cent
cigar, - for $1.00 to any address by
mail postpaid.
JOSEPH A. WIL
LIAMS, Box 174, Moodus, Conn. 27tf

Attention!
Horsemen
AND THE PUBLIC AT LARGE.
Don’t burn your money.
Don’t pay 50c a hottie for Liniments
made from Turpentine, Beei Gaul, etc.,
when you can buy the old reliable
Tweed’s Liniment, made from Grain
Alcohol and essential oils at the
same price per bottle or $5.00 per gal
lon, delivered. One gallon fills $16.00
worth of 50c bottles. Tweed’s Liniment
will not freeze or burn and never hebecomes rancid. For rheumatism, lame
back, sore throat, corns, cuts, burns,
cramps, colic and kindred ills it has
no equal. It is the greatest healer and
pain killer on earth. Write for testi
monials or information free.
TWEED LINIMENT CO.,
Chelsea, Mass.

NEAT STOCK.
FOR SALE.
Two Bull Calves. A son of King of
St. Lambert’s King. A son of Melia
Ann's Son. Both of illustrious pedi
gree. 5 mos. old.
SPRINGVALE FARM.
l»h
New
7-9
North Gorham, Me.

.This Is

QUAKER CITY

GRINDING MILL
For CORN and COBS,
FEED and TABLE

MEAL. Send for all
mills advertised. Keep the
beat and return all others,

__ A. W. STRAUB & CO.

Jr

Ol 8. Jcircmoii St., Ohlenpo, Hl
Wli>ehi»t<f, llntton.
KufUnd Agents : Smith

AND

HOME.
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FROM AUGUST BULLETIN, MAINE ditioii of grain, 81 per cent. Condition
BOARD OP AGRICULTURE.
of hoed crops, SO per cent. 95 per cent,
of the hay has been harvested. Pofhto
The following averages of crop con beetles are fully as numerous as us
ditions are made by counties:
ual.
New insecticides used, Black
Androscoggin County.
Death; with varying results. No rust
Condition of fruit, 83 per cent. Con- on potatoes in most sections. No Bordition of grain, 87 per, cent. Condition deaux mixture being used,
of hoed crops, 90 per cent. Proportion
Somerset County,
of hay harvester, 84 per cent. Potato
Condition of fruit, 8,8 per cent. Conbeetles are as plenty as usual in most dition of grain, 100 per cent. Condition
sections. No new insecticides report- of hoed crops', 96 per cent. Proportion
ed. No indications of rust on pota of hay harvested, 90 per cent. Potato
toes. Bordeaux mixture is being used beetles about the same as usual. No
in a few instances.
new insecticides being used. No- indi
Aroostook County.
cations of rust on potatoes. Bordeaux
Condition of fruit, 92 per cent. Con mixture is not generally being used.
dition of grain, 102 per cent. Condition
Waldo County.
of hoed crops, 99 per cent. Proportion
Condition of fruit, 98 per cent. Con
of hay harvested, 37 per cent. Potato dition of grain. 97 per cent. Condition
beetles are fully as numerous as us- of hoed crops, 94 per cent. Proportion
ual in most parts. No indications of of the hay harvested, 84 per cent. New
rust on potatoes in most sections. No insecticides used, Laurel Green, with
new insecticides reported. Some Bor unsatisfactory results; Black Death,
deaux mixture is being used.
with, fair results in most instances, hut
Cumberland County.
too expensive. No rust on potatoes ex
Condition of fruit, 90 per cent. Con cept in a few instances. A little Bor
dition of grain, 88 per cent. Condition deaux mixture being used.
of hoed crops, 91 per cent. Proportion
Washington County.
of hay harvested, 95 per cent. Potato
Condition of fruit, 98 per cent. Con
beetles are fully as plenty as usual. dition of grain, 90 per cent: Condition
Bowker’s Boxal and Disparene are re- of hoed crops, 88 per cent. Proportion
ported as having been tried to a small of tlie hay harvested, 76 per cent. Poextent, with fairly good results. ’ But tato beetles rather more numerous
very little rust on potatoes is reported. than usual. No new insecticides re
A lttle Bordeaux mixture is being used ported. No indications of rust on po
in several localities.
tatoes in mose sections. But very little
Franklin County.
Boreaux mixturde being used.
■Condition of fruit, 95 per cent. Con
York County.
dition of grain, 97 per cent. Condition
Condition of fruit, 100 per cent. Con
of hoed crops, 98 per cent. Proportion dition of grain, 81 p,er cent. Condition
of hay harvested, 73 per cent. Potato of hoed crops, 85 per cent. Proportion
beetles are rather more numerous than of hay harvested, 91 per. cent. Potato
usual.
New insecticides reported, beetles are nearly as plenty as usual.
Boxal. No indications of rust on pota- No new insecticides reported. A little
toes. But little Bordeaux mixture be rust on potatoes quite generally re
ing used.
ported. particularly on early varieties.
Hancock County.
Bordeaux mixture is not being used to
Condition of fruit, 92 per cent. Con any extent.
dition of grain, 92 per cent. Condition
General Average for the State.
of hoed crops, 83 per cent. 79 per cent,
Condition of fruit, 92 per cent. Con
of the hay has been harvested. Potato dition of grain, 92 per cent. Condition
beetles are fully as numerous as usual, of hoed crops, 91 per cent. Proportion
No new insecticides reported. No in of the hay harvested. 84 per cent. Po
dications of rust on potatoes. Some tatoes are generally reported as not
Bordeaux mixture is being used, with affected by rust to any extent. A small
good results.
amount of Borqaux mixture is being
Kennebec County
used in nearly every county, particu
Condition of fruit. 71 per cent. Con larly in Hancock and Penobscot coun
dition of grain. 90 per cent. Condition ties.
of hoed crops, 89 per cent.. Proportion
of hay harvested. 95 per cent. Potato
beetles are unusually plenty in most
sections. New insecticides used, Black
Death, with fair results; Disparene in
a small way, which did not prove as ef
fectual as Paris Green. No indications
of rust on potatoes in most sections.
Very little Bordeaux mixture being
of cider and wine mills,
used.
presses and screws, from
Knox County.
family sizes to power ma
Condition of fruit, 83 per cent. Con
chines. Write for catalogue
describing the goods. Also
dition of grain, 83 per cent. Condition
horse powers,sawing ma
of hoed crops, 78 per cent? Proportion
chines, barrel headers, and
of hay harvested, 87 per cent. Potato
agricultural implements
general ly. Prices and terms
beetles are about the same as usual.
reasonable. JOS. BRECK
No new insecticides being used. Some
& SONS, BOSTON, MASS.
indications of rust on potatoes in a
few localities. A very little Bordeaux
mixture being used.
Lincoln County.
Condition of fruit. 97 per cent. Con
dition of grain. 91 per cent. Condition
of hoed crops, 84 per cent.
95 per
A. W. DAVIS,
cent, of the hay has been harvested.
Potato beetles are nearly as plenty as SO Northampton Street, Boston, Mass.
usual. New insecticides used, Black BEADING
COMMISSION
SALP,
Death, with good results. No indica
STABLES IN NEW ENGLAND.
tions of rust on potatoes.
No Bor
deaux mixture being used.
Oxford County.
■ Condition of fruit, 104 per cent. Con
dition of grain, 90 per cent. Condition
of hoed crops, 98 per cent. Proportion
of the hay harvested, 83 per cent. Po
tato beetles are as numerous as usual.
No new insecticides reported. No in
dications of rust on potatoes in most
parts. Bordeaux mixture is not. used to
any extent.
Penobscot County.
Ilorn
Consignments Spepially
mfcxcelled Fa
Condition of fruit, 97 per cent. Con Eastern Shippers.
cilities for the dlsposfi'on of highdition of grain. 100 per cent. Condition
class horses at 4,11 Seasons.
of hoed crops. 97 per cent. Proportion
REGULAR AUCTION SALE/
of hay harvested,'85 per cent. Potato
beetles are somewhat more numerous every Thursday nnd Special So/"
quent intervals, flnd
,/f,Y
than usual.
New insecticides, Black
PRIVATE SALES// 'and wp)]
Death, with varying results ; Dead Our staPies arc lightxiodern sanitary
Shot, not satisfactory; Boxal, does not ventilated, and havo
-,rz'ed.
45-47enw
prove effectual. A little rust on early improvements.
potatoes reported in a few instance's. Correspondence____________ __________
Bordeaux mixture is being quite exten
sively used in some localities.
Piscataquis County.
Condition of fruit, 100 per cent. Con
dition of grain, 96 per cent. Condition
of hoed crops, 98 per cent. Proportion
of hay harvested, 86 per cent. Potato
beetles are plenty as usual. Newjf
A. H. E. BUFFUM, Pro?
secticides reported, Black Death,But
fair results in most instanceg-A litMaine.
little rust on potatoes reporter’ll,
Our effort will be taAVP this
tie Bordeaux mixture being'
48-7
Sagadahoc CoupCent. Con- first class in every r '
Condition of fruit. 9LZ

ALL SIZES

HOM

.niCKINGHAM,

Middle Street,

Letv/n4l>
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Lewiston, and said in the Year Book
to be by .Brown Rolfe. I have made a
EVERY WEDNESDAY thorough search for this horse, and
PUBLISHED
finally traced him to Mr. A. J. Libby,
BY THE
the well known manager of the Pine
TURF PUBLISHING COMPANY, Tree Stock Farm at Gardiner, and Mr.
Libby writes me as follows concerning
Haines’ Block, Over Post Office.
him:
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
Gardiner, July 31, 1900.
E. P. MAYO, Manager.
____________________________ Friend Thompson:
1 bought Emery at the Fasig sale in
TERMS:—J1..50 per year in advance, $2.00 ’98, the week after the Horse Show.
if not paid strictly in advance.
He was in Col. Edwards’ assignment
and was catalogued as being by Brown
Entered at the Post Office at Water WilkeS, dam by Daniel Lambert, and I
have forgotten the rest. Hoping this
ville, Me., as second class mall matter.
will help you, I remain,
Yours truly,
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1900.
A. J. LIBBY.
This eliminates Emery as a member
Qf the Maine 2.30 list, and I thank Mr.
EVENTS TO COME.
Libby for his prompt arid explicit reply
to my inquiry.
I Secretaries or managers of tracks
# * ® #
would do us a great favor by sending us
Another horse that I have made an
,dales of meetings for this column, and by
'pointing out. any inaccuracies.]
effort, without success, to learn about
Fairfield, Aug. 9—10.
is Honest Tommy, a black gelding that
Augusta. Aug. 16.
made a record of 2.26% at Windsor,
No. Anson, Aug. 17—18.
Conn., in 1894. He is said to be by
I lari land, Aug. 18.
Bridgton, Aug. 18.
Dudley Buck, a son of Winthrop Mor
Canton, Aug. 21—22.
rell, afterwards called Rockwell Boy,
Cornish, Aug. 21—23.
and was said to be Bred in St Albans.
Pittsfield, Aug. 21—24.
Bar Harbor, Aug. 21—24.
My friend John F. Mills, of Boston,
Farmington, Aug. 2ft.
gave ..me a clue to this horse, and I
Gray, Aug. 28—30.
have written several letters to horsemen
Old Orchard, Aug. 28—31.
Bangor, Aug. 28—31.
in St. Albans and vicinity without ob
Livermore Falls, Aug. 28— 30.
taining any information.
Ml-. Mills
LeWistoh, Sept. 3—7.
writes me under date of Aug. 2, “Hon
Princeton, Sept. 5—7.
est Tommy was raised within two miles
Houlton, Sept. 5—7.
Phillips, Sept. 11—13.
of St. Albans village, for the man that
Hartland, Sept. 11—13.
raised him was to drive him over for
Cherryfleld, Sept. 11—13.
me to see one 4th of July. I made an
Presque Isle, Sept. 11—13.
Pembroke, Sept. 11—13.
appointment to meet him there, or
Monroe, Sept. 11—13.
rather Mr. Trafton made it for me. I
Bethel, Sept. 11—13.
think bis dam was by the Skinner
Readfield, Sept. 11—13.
Belfast, Sept. 18—19.
Horse, he by Gen. Knox.” With this
So. Paris, Sept. IS—20.
as a starter it does seem as though the
Farmington, Sept. 18—20.
information concerning Honest Tommy
So. Windsor, Sept. 18—20.
Newfield, Sept. 18.20.
must he shortly forthcoming. Mr. Mills
Bluehfll, Sept. 18—20.
assures me that he has written some
Richmond, Sept. 25.
letters that will he likely to bring out
West Cumberland, Sept. 25—26.
New Gloucester, Sept. 25—2(1.
the facts.
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Fryeburg, Sept. 25—27.

Canton; September 25—27.

A correspondent writes me that the
black mare Minnie B., by McVeigh,
son of Winthrop Morrill; dam by Win
throp Morrill, took a record of 2.27%
at Pittsfield a few years ago.
The
mare was bred by John Bowman of St.
Albans, and was foaled in 1888. I have
looked the Year Book through careful
ly and I do not find that a mare by the
FACT AND FANCY.
name of Minnie B. ever started at Pitts,,
. ,
, ,,
—
field—at least in the years from 1893
However intelligent the average-/nag- to i897—the years sbe would be the
azlnb writer may he, and however well mose likely to he on the turf. It is pos
he luay he able to treat his subject sible that it was In an unpublished
when he lets
, . the ,.trotting
, , horse
, ialone,
aS race, but I do not think it likely. Iam
the minute he attempts to deal with inclined to think therev, is
... some mistake
the trotter, he generally, yes, almost ejthef in the name or record. Can any
certainly “puts his foot Ih it,” so to one tell me anything about it?
speak, and exposes his ignorance. I
# * * *
am led to these remarks by an article
A correspondent writes:“I did not
in the last “Munsey” on “His Majesty,
the Thoroughbred.” Had the writer see Fanny Fern’s name among the
confined his remarks tp the thorough. Maine bred 2.30 performers. I had her
bred, doubtless I should have had no killed about two years since, at the age
occasion to criticise him, hut leaving of 31 or 32 years. She Wag the best
the runners, he digresses to speak of road mare that I ever owned, even
the trotting horse as follows: “Many better than Pauline. She had a mark
people fall into the error of calling the of about 2.28 I think.” Now here is a
American trotter a ‘thoroughbred.’ mare that I did not know about, and I
There is hut one type of horse entitled do not find the name of Fanny Fern in
to that appellation, and that is the the Year Book either as a 2.30 trotter
running horse.
The trotter can he or a 2.25 pacer. If such a mare ever
‘standard bred,’ but no more. The first got a record of 2.28 trotting—which no
very fast trotters had a strong infusion doubt it was—as pacers were not so
of thoroughbred blood in their veins, plentiful in those days it was in a
like Electioneer, bred by the late Sen- race that never got into the Year Book,
ator Stanford of California; and now which is not improbable, and I will
all breeders of this thoroughly Ameri- thank my correspondent to give me the
can equine type recognize the potency pedigree of the mare, by whom bred,
of the thoroughbred blood as the foun- and when and where she took her recdation for the trotter’s pedigree.” or<L
leaving out the “open questions” in
* * * *
thv above statement, many of which
A correspondent asks: “Will you
are ini the subject of argument, the Please give the record, where made and
plain statement that Electioneer was by whom driven, and by whom owned,
bred by ^nator Stanford of California, of the roan gelding Riverton.” The
is so glan^g an error as to call for a fastest record I find for the roan paccorrection. Every horseman knows ing gelding Riverton by Fred Lotliair,
that Election^r was bred by Charles was 2.27% at Casco, in 1897, in the
Buckman, of
Ford, Orange Coun- somewhat famous race when Baby S.
ty. New York,
he was nine years won a heat in 2-25. and finally the race,
old when purchased m 1877 and taken and Sorrel Jim won two heats in 2.25%,
to California by Senator Stanford. 2.24%. All those records were rejected
Neither eouhl he he regarded as “one by the Trotting Register Association
of the first vel.y fast trotters,” in any for the reason, as stated in the Year
sense, as his speed, so far as public Book, that they had “failed to secure
form is concerned wag an unknown an official report.”
quantity, and the fOfiy of cjtjng him as
* * * *
a horse with a strong infusion of
rv i
»
thoroughbred blood” will be nlamlv «.°n y a few years ag0’ sav two or
seen by reference to the Trotting Reg ♦ Lee’ the papers devoted to the docked
ister, where his breeding is uif-n
taU ''°rse. were exulting in the state“hy Hamhletonian 10; dam QrpP„
that John Shepard, the well
Mountain Maid by Harry Clay-,
known Boston road rider, and a noted
dnip Shanghai Mary, pedigree fc,. owner and lover of the American trottTaced.”
;er as a road horse, had abandoned the
» »• * *
l^er? ai?d bought himself a pair of
ln
search for Maine 2.30 per- with^*1
stepping carriage horses
formers • t havp included Emerv. a poin®,plptensions to aPppd. This was
brown
which mate a record of said boRPt,.a®.pro('f positive that the
2.77 at the MVp gtate pair ot 1899 at rapjdly afk1 high-tftepper was coming
surely into favor at the
Pittston, Sept 25—27.
Union, Sept. 25—27.
Bristol, Sept.25—27.
Exeter, Sept. 25—27.
New Gloucester, Sept. 26—27.
Damariscotta, Oct. 2—4.
Casco, Oct. 2—4.
Harrison, Oct. 9—10.
Topsham, Oct. 9—11.

HOME.

expense of the aforesaid American trot
ter. I could not help remembering all
this when I saw in a paper the other
day the report of an interview with
Mr. Shepard and know that he has in
Senator L and Altro L. one of the fast
est teams of American trotters in the
country, and a team which he has got
together at the cost of much time,
money and trouble. In answer to the
question as to the team record being
lowered by his new trotters he said:
“I’ll tell you. I don’t know so much
about the new horse (Altro L.) hut they
say he can heat 2.10. If it proves so,
why, I guess I have got a good chance.
I am positive I can drive the Senator a
mile to wagon In 2.08 or 2.09, and per
haps even faster, and let me say to you,
he is the best horse I ever expect to
own. Raced well, is a perfect road
horse, wears nothing but a very light,
set of quarter hoots, does not pull an
ounce, and can draw his end of the
load steadily as. fast as any trotter on
earth can carry him. I believe Senator
L. is the best gentleman’s horse in all
the country to-day. We have driven
them slowly to the poll, and they look
well, go together jogging and all that,
but you cannot always tell so much
how it will he when it comes to the
crucial test, the starting against a team
record of 2.12%; it may be that they
will not he a success.
I’ve been all
through the mill time and again, and
hacl, as you know, good horses and
good teams. However, I hope we may
have some luck with the new team,
for my friend Hamlin needs shaking
up a little, you know, as they have
held that pole record now since 1892,
quite long enough.”
* * * *
The other day at Jay Bridge I called
on Mr. C. D. Macomber, and he asked
me to take a look at his two-year-old
colt by Nelson 2.09.
He was turned
into a paddock and is a nice looking,
smooth turned hay colt with black
points, with the Nelson finish and Size.
His dam is Redowa (dam of Eldora
2.21) by Redwood; 2d dam (the dam
of Vida Boone and she the dam of
Beatrice 2.18% and Denmark 2.20%)
by J. G. Morrill 2.29; 3d dam (the dam
of Maggie Miller 2.26%) by Bay State.
As will he seen by the above this colt
is full of producing and performing
blood on the side of his dam as well
as sire.
He ought to make a good
stock horse with his size and breeding.
The sons of Nelson, even if undevel
oped, have sired speed; Pliillippe sired
Neilson 2.16; Merry Monarch, Belle P.
2.17%; Odd Mark, Lillian Oddmark
2.18%, etc., etc.

*

#

*

*

pacer, and recently at Saugus she won
a race at that way of going, taking a
record of 2.20%. She is by Nelson 2.09,
and promises to be the Maine doublegaited champion. She was trained and
is driven by W. N. Gilbert who has al
ways had her in charge since her turf
career began, and who has also had
complete charge of the management of
Greenhrino 2.10%, and gave him his
record.
* * * *
This reminds me that I hear good re
ports of Mr. Gilbert’s three-year-old
pacing colt Joe B. Nelson, by Nelson
2.09 out of Josie (dam of Emma Westland 2.19%) by Charles M., son of Pres
cott. I see by my Boston exchanges
that Mr. Gilbert has worked him a mile
in 2.20 over Mystic Park.
* * * *
A new comer to the 2.20 list is the
brown horse Ralph R-. by Bayard
Wilkes that took a record of 2.19% at
the recent Saugus meeting. I have not
yet learned Whethei’ the horse was
bred in Maine, hut expect to obtain the
information in the near future.
J. W. THOMPSON.
RACES AT SO. NORRIDGEWOCK.
There were three good races at So.
Norridgewock last Saturday. This is
the first meeting that has been held
over this track for two years, hut un
der the energetic management of Mr.
F. E. Southard the old time interest
has revived. Ed. G. Crosby officiated
as starter to the general satisfaction of
all.
The summary of the races tell the
story:
2.30 Class, Tfot and Pace, Purse $100.
Annie B., ch m, French,
111
Keel Croix, b g, St. Croix,
Cleveland,
3 2 2
Bertha Wilkes, b m, Johnnie
Wilkes, Shaw,
2 3 3
Time—2.32, 2.31%, 2.34.
Matched Race, Purse $125.
Commander, h li, Wilkes, Chap
man,
1 1
Rex Wilkes, bl g, Johnnie Wilkes,
Ridley,
2 2
Time—2.29%, 2.19%.
2.50 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $100.
Searchlight, b g, Cornet,
Wentworth,
7 7 111
George T„ ch g, Watch
maker, Jones,
117
5 5
Mildred S., b m, All-So,
Lovett,
2 2 2 6 6
Belle Wilkes, br in,
Wilkes, Dickey,
3 3 3 3 2
Morning News, ch g, Pick
ering, Kennedy,
4 55.2
3
Select Nelson, h s, Nelson,
Chapman,
6 6 6 4. 4
Nero, h g, Parker, Wes
ton,
5 4 4 dr
Time—2.36%, 2.36%, 2.35%, 2.38,
2.37%.

The Horse World says: In looking
over the new 2.20 list for the Reason,
one cannot but note how many more
pacers than trotters there are in it. At
the close of last week (about the mid
dle of July) there were 41 new 2.20
pacers and 19 new 2.20 trotters. These ENTRIES FOR EASTPORT' RACES.
figures are evidence that in the neai’
future trotters will he so scarce as to
First Day—2.40 Class, Purse $300.
command a big premium over pacers.
Maud C., Cone, Calais.
It looks as though trainers encourage
Tutrix, Barter, St. Stephen. N. B.
the pacing gait on the part of young
Chetah Maid,' McKusick, Calais.
sters entrusted to them, instead of try
Blanche P., Parker, Skowhegan.
ing to make trotters out of those that
Tasso, Greeley. Ellsworth.
would trot if they were given a little
Jaunty, Pike, Calais.
time and encouragement to do so.
Bell Cigar, Bell, St. John, N. B.
Pacers are getting to he so numerous,
2.35 Class, Purse $300.
comparatively speaking, that those
Lady Lumps, McKay, St. Stephen, N.
who are so fortunate as to have trot B. ■
ters will find their value constantly in
Clifford Boy, Phair, Presque Isle.
creasing with the lapse of time.
Is So, Phair, Presque Isle.
* * * *
Maceo. Jameson. Princeton.
Rex, Cleveland, Eastport.
The Kentucky Stock Farm calls at
Wager, Blanchard. Eastport.
tention to an evil which calls for a
remedy When it says: It is a matter of Second Day—2.30 Class, Trot or Pace,
Purse $300. surprise to the students of harness
Lady Lumps, McKay, St. Stephen, N.
racing that the American and Nation
al Association have never seen fit to B.
Clifford Boy, Phair, Presque Isle.
enforce Rule 6, Section 3, of their
Kyrie, Beek, Calais.
Rules and Regulations, which reads as
Harry Wilkes, Bradish, Eastport
follows: “It shall be distinctly stated
Wager, Blanchard. Eastport.
whether the entry be a stallion, mare
Princess, McCurdy, Bangor.
or gelding, and the names of the sire
Keel Croix. Cleveland, Skowhegan.
and dam, if known, shall he given in
Tasso. Greeley, Ellsworth.
all cases.” This is one of the many
2.1$ Class, Trot or Pace, Purse $300.
“dead” regulations in the rules of the
Ray Wilkes, Morgan, Pembroke.
two parent associations, hut its en
Alice Drake, Morgan. Pembroke.
forcement would he of incalculable
Keno L„ Sawyer, Calais.
benefit and pleasure to the breed
Provider, McKie, Charlottetown, P.
er and the student.
There are
not ten secretaries in the whole E. I.
Is So, Phair, Presque Isle.
country who seem to care one whit
Lady Lea. Phair, Presque Isle.
how the entry is made. Such slip
Clayson, Blanchard. Eastport.
shod methods lead to execrable errors.
Maud C. Wilkes, Woodward, FoxhoIf we have rules laid down in our turf
laws, let us see that they are enforced. ro. Mass.
Jock Bowen, Haley, Milltown, N. B.
Let the age, color, sex and breeding of
each appear in the published list of en
tries. It is required on the running
L. E. Marsh, proprietor of Georges
turf and should he strictly enforced by Hotel, Thomaston, has a nice pair of
every trotting association.
well matched horses, weigh 900 apiece,
* * * *
color dark hay, high headed and lively.
Suzette 2.14% trotting—the champion They are not speedy hut fine road
race record for a Maine bred mare at sters, and Ed. takes solid comfort spin
the diagonal gait, is being raced as a ning round the country behind them.
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goes right at both ends and is a cour
ageous roadster. He is round turned
and handsome, with fine head, neck
and ear.

AND

HOME.

him. It will also he remembered that
I spoke of Maihe horses which were
Readvllle races in two weeks.
more or less famous like Ada P. 2.09%,
—o—
Merrill 2.10%, Fred Wilkes 2.12%, Ce
Cresceus 2.06 ought to wear the stal
phas 2.11%, Conquest Star (2) 2.23, Su
lion crown before two weeks have
A friend calls my attention to the zette 2.14%, etc., with the remark that
passed.
fact that it is not necessary to mention their dalns had produced nothing not
—o—
“old distance rules to govern,” as the able besides those mentioned.
Look at your tongue.
Old Saugus holds a four days’ meet old distance rules are stil in force on
The pleasures of anticipation are
ing, commencing Sept. 3d.
all half mile tracks—100 yards unless great.
Without them we should in
Is it coated?
eight or more horses start, when it is deed be lost.' With a well bred, well
Then you have a bad
Van Demon, Dewey, Anidrosis and increased to 150 yards.
formed mare with speed bred to a stal
taste in your mouth every
Edwin C. are Maine horses booked to
In regard -to hopples, as I find this, lion with like qualities we should natu
morning. Your appetite
start at the Worcester track this week. not hobbles, is the term employed by rally expect speed in the produce, al
—o—
the National Association, in order for though we do not always get it. The
is poor, and food dis
Some of the horses driven by F. R. them to he used on horses in races the mare that has produced speed just in
tresses you. You have
Merrill, formerly of Bethel now of fact that their use is allowed by the side the list several times would natur
frequent headaches and
Rochester, N. H., start at Dover this member must he mentioned in., the ally not be expected to produce speed
are often dizzy. Your
published, conditions, as is generally of a high order, with every colt
week. done.
—o—
thrown which goes in about that time
stomach is weak and
Lester Dore has Dan Westland 2.13%
This is important and is generally her chances are lessened. One swallow
your bowels are always
in his stable. The brown gelding is mentioned hut it is possible that some doesn’t make a summer, hqt a few ex
’J
constipated.
owned by Ira B. Moore, of Rochester, may be caught.
ceptions may prove the rule. The pro
There’s an old and re- p
—o—
duce of the mare Nell are in the first
N. H.
Dan Westland won his race at Qom- flights of speed to such an extent that
—o—
liable cure:
A. H. Merrill as usual caught the hination in good time, 2.15%, 2.15, she is rather “out of the running’1 in
tlie discussion of this question.
people by his good work last week as 2.16%.
He was driven by Lester Dore.
starter in the Grand Circuit meeting at
Take Mr. Thompson’s own mare Lou—o—
viska for instance. I think it entirely
Columbus, 0. He is at Dover, N. H.,
Clinton B. by Moquette was second within hounds to say that both her
this week.
—o—
at Columbus in 2.06.
foals Mellette and Norland could have
—o—
gone in 2.15 on a mile track and both
It is reported that Frank James, of
Breeders should not forget the mer may even yet do the trick. Nelldora
yellow covered and other fame, will
start the horses at a Kentucky fair its of the well bred young stallion should prove considerably faster. «
next month. Say, will anybody kick Leavitt 2.26% owned by E. H. Greeley
Mr. Leavitt did not use the word an
ticipation but as I remember it that he
if the pole horse don’t get away on of Ellsworth, by Moquette.
would rather breed to an untried mare
even terms?
—'o-—
A somewhat novel question arose in than one which had produced consider
It is evident that Suzette 2.14% at the 2.33 class at Yarmouthville, July able speed of a low order, and this
must perforce mean when the mare had
the trot will be a fast pacer. Her rec 28th.
The race was half mile heats. been bred to stallions which had pro
ord of 2.20% in her first race is very
Troublesome won the first, Charlie the duced of the kind which is now com
creditable indeed.
Greenbrino 2.10% will start at Read- second and third and Mollie Wilkes the puted as speed.
Don’t take a cathartic
fourth and fifth.
Almost every one regardfe breeding
ville for the first time this season.
George Huntoon who was driving horses as a, lottery largely and with
dose and then stop. Bet
Themorses in Trainer Gilbert’s string
Nelmah asked permission of the judges good reason! Those who have thought
can always be depended upon.
ter take a laxative dose
to start in the sixth, which permission differently will gradually change their
each night, just enough to
The date of the, next Augusta race was accorded him, though not without minds, even if they have not already.
cause one good free move
a remonstrance on the part of some of Years ago . some people appeared to
has been changed to Aug. 16th.
ment the day following.
Messrs. Lee & Lishness are giving the drivers. The track is not a mem think if they bred a Pilot Jr. mare to
the public capital racing sport, and ber of the National Association and some son of Hambletonian 10 they
You feel better the
were morally certain to get a Maud S.
there’s no pun about this even if they half mile heats are irregular.
very
next day. Your
My opinion is that the. horse had a
Paper horses were very much in evi
do hail from the capital city.
appetite
returns, your
right
to
start.
dence
and
dearly
was
experience
—o—
dyspepsia is cured, your
Rule 31, Sec.l, says: In heats one, bought.
Clifford Boy, owned by Hon. T. H.
Now good looks, good size and a con
Phair, of Presque Isle, and driven by two, three or four miles, a horse not
headaches pass away,
that capable and reliable reinsman winning one heat in three shall not formation pleasing to the eye are- more
your tongue clears up,
John N. Willard, is a consistent win start for a fourth, unless such horse regarded as they should be properly.
your liver acts well, and
shall have made a dead heat. In heats
The hen that lays eggs which pro
ner in his class this season.
your bowels no longer
For the first time in his life Mr. Wil best three in five a horse not Winning duce Plymouth Rock chickens this
lard has a stable of really good racing a heat in the first five shall not start year should do the same next year, the
give you trouble.
for the sixth, unless stich horse shall 150 lb cow will likely produce heifers
material.
Price, 25 cent*. All druggists.
have made a dead heat, but horses so of about the same ability, and while a
—o—
There will be races at Franklin ruled dut shall have a right to a share mare which has produced several slow
“
1 have taken Ayer’s Pills for 35
Park, Farmington, Aug. 25. Purse $100 of the purse or premium, according to trotters may produce a fast one, mis
years, and I consider them the best
each for 2.27 and 2.29 classes, also a their rank at the close of their last guided as I may he, I should certainly
made. One pill does me more good
than half a box of any other kind I
feel greater hopes of extreme sp'eed in
purse for a ball game. Entries to be heat.
have evOr tried.”
The reference to mile heats, best the produce of a mare which did not
made to J. E. Mosher, Fairbanks.
Mrs H. E. Talbot,
These races come off Saturday before three in five, is clearly intended and in appear to be “gauged,” so to speak, in
March 30,1800. Arrington, Kans.
the Androscoggin Co. Fair begins at half mile heats I should say it was her speed producing capacity.
clearly the right of the horse to start.
But there are really too many hin• Livermore Falls on Tuesday.
.
A. A. A. A. A. A A
Still there might he other views.
derances in regard to success in breed
—o—
ing for any one to feel sure his way of
Dan Westland lost a chance for the
I notice another rule which may or combining blood lines is the correct SECOND DAY’S RACES AT CALAIS.
money at Saugus by a bad break after
may not he new. I had not noticed it one and whether it is our way or the
he had won two heats, one in 2.13%.
The 2.19 class race at the Calais
They are calling the son of West- before. That is that * * * “there shall other fellow’s that proves best, we all
be Distance Flagmen appointed by the are ready to take off our hat to the suc driving park last Wednesday was the
land a coming 2.10 performer.
judges. They shall remain in the dis cessful breeder and when the two min finest exhibition ever seen on any
—o—
The mare Caracole, of which mention tance box during the heats and imme ute trotter comes along we won’t care eastern Maine track. Ten horses start
Provider won the first heat in
was made a few weeks ago, was bought diately after each heat shall repair to whether he was from a mare that nev ed.
by His Honor Mayor J. R. Murphy, of the judges’ stand and report to the er produced before or if his dam had 2.18%, lowering the track record threeWoodstock, and was sold by him, I- judges what horse or horses are be eight in the list with records of 2.29%. quarters of a second. The three fol
Does not this
lowing heats were woti by Clayson af
G. M. H’ATCH.
believe, to that genial gentleman, C. C. hind the flag.” etc.
ter being fought from wire to wire by
Harvey, Esq., of Fort Fairfield, who mean there shall he more than one
Only three
has a young stallion out of her and Flagman in tlie box during every
The announcement of the Maine Keno L. and Lady Lea.
heat?
The
got by Arion 2.07%.
State Fair in this issue reminds us horses started In the 2.30 class.
The mare Caracole is proving a
more forcibly than ever that the sum first three heats were splendid exhibi
G. E. Woodbury, of Brunswick, has a mer season is fast passing into history tions by all three horses, Laney taking
great brood mare and is already in the
select list by the performance of her new gray horse that can step a 2.30 and the harvest time is very nearly the last two easily. Summary:
gait
or better which he bought of I. R. upon us. At this fair can be seen the 2.19 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse
produce.
The horse in best that the land and shops produce. Clayson, b g by Allie Clay,
She was got by King Wilkes, dam Merrill of Brunswick.
question was by Winthrop Pilot 2.27 For 39.years the Maine State Agricul
dam by Lord Nelson,
Flutter by Harold, etc
and was raised in Gray.
Blanchard,
tural Society has been offering large,
Mr. Woodbury’s fast ones Banker sums of money in premiums and purses Provider, ch h, McKie,
The yearling colt by Bingen owned
by J. M. Johnson, of Calais, that trotted and Reno K. are in prime condition, for the people of Maine and surround Lady Lea, ch m, Phair,
Alice Drake, blk m, Morgan,
an eightli mile at a 2.20 clip, is getting fat and hearty, but will hardly see the ing country.
lots of press notices for his wonderful race track this season.
With the advance of the times this Maud C. Wilkes, b m, Wood
ward,
performance.
society has kept to the front and now
D. W. Scribner. Brunswick, has a comes before the people with the best Keno L., h h, Sawyer,
Jock
Bowen, hlk h, Haley,
The favorites haven’t “hit off” very good pacer of Boone blood, a brown in programme that can he produced. The
well at the Grand Circuit meetings.
color, with stripe, that has been a efforts put forth by the management of Seddie L., b m. Ross,
mile in 2.27 and is a fine roadster.
this great fair have been untiring in Scott, b g, McCormick,
J. H. Jenness, of Yarmouthville, has
their efforts to make the fair a profit Maceo, hlk g, Jamesoir
Time—2.18%,
a good mare in Annie Gaines, a pacer
Don’t forget about your entries for and a pleasure to the people. Surely
by Allie Gaines’, son of Almont, dam the New England Fair. There will be no location in Maine is so good for 2.30 Class, Trot and?
by Silas Wright,
good purses and most likely a good on- such a fair as Lewiston and with the Laney, b h by Ap’d0 JaRkdam by Soiv-df 5»m Hal.
She is a six-year-old, stands 15-3, portunitv for Maine horses to win good hotel facilities, as they are now ample
Morrill.
and weighs 1000 lbs.
money there.
to accommodate all who may wish to
2.
Her sire has several fast ones and
—o—•
visit the fair, we bespeak for the Maine Rady Lump0- b!k mKay,
3 i
the mate while used at farm work and
There is no one who deprecates a State Fair a great attendance this year.
on the road is showing her ability to controversy more than I do. In fact I
2’2^’
go well, will probably be put in the never intend to be drawn into one. In
“Take Heed Will Surely Speed.”
2.27.
hands of a good trainer next year. Mr. this world it is not to be expected that
Be sure to heed the first symptoms of
Jefiness has an idea of breeding her to two meh should have exactly the same indigestion, nervousness and impure
Francisco by Stambonl. owned 'by ideas regarding the same subject, still blood, and thus avoid chronic dyspep
James Edgcomb, Esq., of Cornish.
we should try and give the ideas ex sia. nervous prostration and all the
__
—o—
pressed—the words spoken the con evils produced by bad blood. Hood’s
he started for the first time /n
One of the best acting roadsters I struction which is evidently intended. Sarsaparilla is your safeguard.
have seen anywhere this season is a
I do not know that George Leavitt quickly spts the stomach right-Malne in the 2.30 class at the
black gelding owned by Maurice Leigh will thank me for using his name so strengthens and quiets the nerves, pjf to pp held in Fairfield this wee? ^be
will be handled by R. D. Wait’’''nirl all
ton. of Yarmouth.
freely—in fact when he spoke of his ifies the blood and keeps up the h?
.ood’s are looking for her to he »*m6at race
He Was got by McKusick 2.26%, idea relative to breeding with a’ view tone.
All livei- ills are cured hv
horse
stands 15 hands and one-jaalf ihch, and of getting extreme speed, he said very
weighs 950 lbs. He is a high actor, plainly that many did not agree with Pills. 25c.
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THE OLD HOME HAUNTS.
There’s a sound that rings .n my ears
today,
That echoes in vague refrain,
The ripple of water o'er smoothwashed clay,
Where the wall-eyed pike and th'e
black bass play,
That makes me yearn, in a quiet way,
For my old fly-rod again.

Workintjj
Women

Back to the old home haunts again. are invited to write to
Back where the clear lake lies;
Mrs. Pinkham for free
nuu lusta giuwiiiy an aiuuuu uo, nciBack through the woods
advice about their health.
grant with the good there is in life, in Where the blackbird broods,
spite of the weeds of meanness and Back to my rod and flies.
Mrs. Pinkham is a wo
greed and hate that grow so thick.
But we seem to be built on only two I’m longing to paddle the boat today, man.
plans. We,either are the sort that kiss
Thrqugh water-logged grass and
if you have painful
and cling, and lie, and try to steal one
reeds;
another’s sweethearts, or else we only Where the musk-rat swims, and the periods, backaches or
w: ve our hands to one another and
cattails sway;
any of the more serious
pass by on the other side.
Where the air is cool, and the mist is ills of women, write to
ONYX.
gray,
Where ripples dance in the same old Mrs. Pinkham; she has
(Written for the Turf, Farm and Home.)
way,
helped multitudes. Your
Under the tangled weeds.
letter will ho sacredly
POUR WAYS TO COOK EGGS.

PASSING BY ON THE OTHER SIDE.

Sometimes, when the day comes that
we can only place a rose on a coffin
lid, we think that underneath lies
someone we might have loved if we
had only known her. But this is a
busy world, and in the rush we forget
that we are hurrying to graves, and we
do not even stop to laugh with those
we care for in their joys, or weep with
them in their sorrows. And life is so
short! If we could crowd in a few
more smiles, and a little love and
laughter, and kindness to one another,
how much brighter the way would be
for all of us. It is lonely enough at
best, but we must stand out of the
light; and question motives, our own
as well as others; and exaggerate the
importance of' everything until life becomes a great black disaster that we
seem to have drifted into by mistake.
And then, when the rain falls into a
new-made grave some day, we have
the glory of knowing that once more
we have shut out something from our
lives that might have made them bet
ter for ourselves and for others. Hu
man sympathy never fails to generate
something higher and nobler in every
one of us, whether it is given or re
ceived; and if we follow our honest
impulses to give the hand of good fel
lowship to those we meet on this race
toward death, we would have time to

My Mamma gives me
^WN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For C'’xIghs, Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus^ Cysentery, Croup, Soro
Throat, ^htherla, etc.
I THINK UNREAL NICE TO TAKE,
Prepared by

Co., Norway, Me.

For Women.

nr. Tolnian’s Moptlily Regulator l'»s\>TOught
happiness to hundreds of anxious
There is positively no other remedy
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have neverliad a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through corres
pondence,and the inostcomplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieveliundreds of ladies whom 1 never see. Write for
further particulars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters nf aprivateordehcatenature. Bear
in mind this remedy is ahsnintely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill clients uponthuhealth. By
wail securely sealed, $2.<Kl. lit. K. M. TOEMAN CO., ITO Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

1. Put the eggs in boiler, cover with
cold water; let it boil up once, and you
will find on removing, shell that the
eg is a palatable jelly from center of
yolk to shell.
2. Omelette.—Beat yolk and white
separately. Allow one tablespoon of
cream for each egg; season yolk with
salt, pepper and a little chopped onion,
put in hot buttered frying pan,, add
white cut down with spoon, bake in
quick oven (4) four minutes, garnish
with parsley, serve hot. An excellent
breakfast dish.
3. Another breakfast dish.—Break
eggs in hot milk, cook from two to
four minutes, remove, dip slices of
raised bread nicely toasted in milk,
butter, place eggs on toast, season to
taste.
4. To well beaten eggs add rolled
cracker to make a stiff batter, season
with salt, pepper and celery salt, form
into balls, fry in hot lard.
Eggs should be at least one day old
before being used, and never over one
week old.

*»*

A GOOD WORD FOR PROP. JEW
ELLE’S TREATMENT.
South Paris, May 18, 1900.
Mr. Editor.—^Several weeks ago I
noticed in the columns of your excel
lent paper an account of some of the
miraculous cures done by Prof. Jewelle at his Sanitarium in Auburn. Be
ing a sufferer for years from what
good physicians called chronic dyspep
sia and many other ailments, it at
tracted my attention. Upon investi
gating I determined to try Prof. Jew
elle’s method of treatment, as he told
me I could be positively and perma
nently cured. Now by your kind per
mission I would like to give a word to
the public as to the inside workings of
the institution as I found them.
The 28th of May I entered for a six
week’s course of treatment.
Before
and since my time expired I could eat
three hearty meals a day, followed by
the satisfactory results that attend a
good digestion. My flesh is firmer and
I have ganed 13 pounds, a catarrhal
trouble has disappeared and my hear
ing is sharper. Black specks floating
before my eyes I see no more, and my
sight is better. I have a uniform cir
culation of the blood, which is a new
experience, and from head to foot I
feel as if I had received a new lease of
life.
Among the patients whom I met dur
ing my stay in the Sanitarium, each
with different ailments, all spoke ap
preciatively of Prof. Jewelle’s method
of treatment, but some who have not
informed themselves as to this method
or of his wonderful gift of healing,
speak in a manner which shows that
they are not doing as they would be
done by. Charles Goodyear was called
a lunatic and Elias Howe a “dolittle,”
and Robert Pulton a “hobby rider”
during the very time they were trying
to shape and mould the gift of which
they were possessed into form to bless
the world. Such men as Samuel F. B.
Morse, Eli Whitney, and Chauncey
Jerome are a few oplv of the many
who simply because nobody believed
in their success had to bring to us
through the mire of slander and prejm
dice the blessings we enjoy today. In
my own mind I believe in the ultimate
success of Prof. Jewelle’s method of
treating diseases. Prejudice can not
true merit from coming to the
.
us all> a klnd word while
Js a greater blessing than the
higne. t monument above our grave.
’’•LIZABETII E, WEBBER.

Back on the old oak log again,
Back by the crystal brook;
Back to the bait,
And the silent wait,
Back to my line and hook.
I wish I could wade by the water’s
edge,
Where the fallen leaves drift by;
Just to see, in the shadow of the ledge,
How dark forms glide, like a wood
man’s wedge,
Through driftwood piles and the
coarse marsh sedge,
And to hear the bittern cry.
Back where the tadpoles shift and sink,
Back where the bull-frogs sob;
Back just to float
In the leaky boat,
Back to my dripping bob.

confidential.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable ■ Compound is
known wherever the Eng
lish language is spoken.
nothing else can possi
bly be so sure to help suf
fering women. No other
medicine has helped so
many.
Remember this when
something else is sug
gested.
Mrs. Pinkham’s ad
dress is Lynn, Mass.
Her helping hand is
always outstretched to
suffering women.

Oh, it’s just like this on each misty
day,
It’s always the same old pain
That struggles and pulls in the same
old way
To carry me off for a little stay
she-devil most to be feared is not the
By the water’s edge, in sticky clay,
brawling vixen, but the quiet, design
To fish in the falling rain.
ing woman who has no regard for the
Back to my long black rubber hoots. seventli commandment.
Back to my old patched coat;
Back to my rod
RECIPES.
And the breath of God—
Home—and my leaky boat.
Oatmeal Gems.
—Scribner’s.
Three cups flour, one-half teaspoon
salt, three teaspoons yeast powder;
IF THE BABY IS CUTTING TEETH. mix thoroughly; boil one cup oatmeal
Be sure and use that old well tried in three cups salted water for one
remedy, MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP for children teething. It sooths hour, dilute with one and one-half
the child, softens the gums, allays all cups milk, and when cold add to it the
pain, cures wind colic and is the best flour, yeast powder, and salt;
mix
reme-y tor diarrhoea. Twenty cents a smoothly, and bake in a moderate
boti.e.
oven.
Sponge Cake.—4 eggs, whites and
A HANDFUL OF WHEAT.
yolk beaten separately, 2 cups of su
St. Paul was a bachelor and expected gar, 2 cups flour, % of a cup of boiling
2 tablespoonfuls of baking pow
too much in women. He placed the water,
ideal high, however, and made love der. Flavor with vanilla. Bake % of
the corner stone of happy marriage. an hour in a moderate oven.
Raisin Cake.—Scant cup of butter, 2
There are some disagreeable women in
the world, and not a few of them are cups of sugar, 3 eggs, 1 cup of
married.
They make no end of sour milk, % teaspoonful of saleratus
sifted into 3 cups of flour; nutmeg to
trouble. They are charming creatures, taste,
1 coffee cupful of stoned raisins.
affable, amiable, but they do not con
fine their love to their own hunbands."
A flirting wife breeds jealousy and sus State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
picion in the home nest. Wrangles
Prank J. Cheney makes oath that he
and estrangements are apt to follow.
When women marry they should sacri is senior partner of the firm of P. J.
fice their fondness for other men’s Olieney & Co., dong ibusiness in the
company, and not lay themselves open pity of Toledo, County anid State ato misrepresentation. There is a cer l'oresaid, and that said firm will pay
tain matronly dignity which every the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
married woman should observe. She LARS for each and every case of Ca
cannot be as free and frivolous as she tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
used to be in her ante-marital days. of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Concerning those who over-step the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
boundary line of chastity we have lit
tle to say, for they are false at heart
Sworn to before me and subscribed
and too contemptible to merit notice. in my presesnee, this 6.th day of De
The sooner a man is divorced from a cember, A. D., 1886.
faithless wife the better. It is folly
A. W. GLEASON,
to patch up a condition of affairs es
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
sentially unpatchable. The happiness
of that home is forever shattered. The Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken taken
internally and acts directly on me
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys
“Capt. Cromwell, (Landlord of
tem. Send for testimonials, free.
the Broadway Hotel, Cincinnati, 0.,)
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
wrote, Nov. 17, 1853.
Sold by Druggists, 75e.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Palmer’s Lotion

has cured me of

TETTER,
of thirty years’ standing.”

Lotion Soap
Prevents and assists in curing all
such afflictions. At Druggists only.

Wall.Papers by Mail: fe
Send for jPree Samples of beautiful
designs direct from the wholeR til
g: salers, and SA.VK . . .

| OREN HOOPER’S SONS,1
The Household Outfitters, Portland, Me.

State kind of rooms, price, width of
border and color desired.
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Madame Yale’s

HAIR TONIC

Ladies and Gentlemen,—it has gone on record
that Madame Yale’s Excelsior Hair Tonic is the
first and only remedy known to chemical science
found to be a genuine hair specific. It has an
affinity for the human hair for nourishing and in
vigorating its entire structure. It is antiseptic in
character, as well as stimulating; its action upon
the scalp and hair is truly wonderful, inasmuch
as it has never been known in a single instance to
fail to cure scalp diseases and to create a luxuriant
growth of healthy, beautiful hair. It stops hair
ailing within twenty-four hours and brings back
the natural color to gray hair in nearly every
instance. It is not a dye; it is not sticky or greasy;
on the contrary it makes the hair soft, youthful,
beautiful and glossy; keeps it in curl. It is a per
fect hair dressing, and can be used by ladies,
gentlemen or children as a daily toilet requisite.
Its influence is delightfully soothing.
All Dealers sell it, $i per bottle. Mail orders
may be sent direct to the manufacturer,
189 Michigan Blvd., Chicago,

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

COUPON.

*

•

Name of paper ............... ................................. _
This coupon may be exchanged for one
of Madame Yale’s celebrated books on
health, grace and beauty. Please cut out
coupon and mail it to Madame Yale with a
request for a book.
Madame Yale may be consulted by mail
free of charge. Address all communications to her, 189 Michigan Blvd.. Chicago.
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CHESTER SWINE, COLLIE PUPS.—
PAINE, South Randolph, Vt.
7-10

Rheumatism
We all know it causes terrible suffer
ing and it hurts. A sufferer wants
relief. Wants the pain to stop. “Dan
ish” relieves and permanently cures.
Price $1.00. Treatise free.
DANISH
RHEUMATIC CURE CO., Portland,
Maine.

PUPS FOR SALE.
Fine thoroughbred Scotch Collie puppies,
twelve weeks old; $10.00 for males and
$5.00 for females till August 15th.
Any
left after that date will go to first cus
tomers who send $5.00 for males or $3.00
for females. Parents trained to stock.
WALNUT CREST FARM, Westbrook,
Maine.
6-7

COCKER SPANIEL PUPS FOR SALE.
Four months old, blade, sprayed fe
males $5.00 each. B. G. TRUE, Clinton,
Maine.
6tf

ANGORA

There were larger shipments of eats
from Maine the past year than for any
season previous, there being over 6100
cats shipped out of the State, going to
all parts of the United States and ex
ported to foreign countries. One con
cern alone, the Walnut Ridge Farm
Company,. of Boston, sent 986 Angoras;
Frederick D. Nudd, of Waterville, 486;
Mr. Emory, of North Anson, 379; Mrs.
Mary H. Randlett, of Rockland, 114; J.
W. Dean, of Troy, 419, besides many
others.. Besides this large shipment of
Angoras, there are now over 14,860
Angora cats remaining in various sec
tions of Maine. It is estimated that
there are only 32,500 Angora cats in all
America, compared with several mil
lion common cats.
The number of Angora cats in Maine
is gradually diminishing, there being
at least one thousand less each season.
The demand is so great for them that
the farmers can not keep up with a
sufficient supply. Maine people made
over $50,000 last year on their cats.
This is rather lucrative business when
one stops to think that three years ago
hut few shipments could he recorded.
The express companies are large gain
ers.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
A BEAR ABOARD SHIP.

f

MADAME YALE,

ON MAINE’S
CAT TRADE.

“Bears make good pets,” said Lieut.
Clark. “When I was in the revenue
service, at Alaska we had one on the
boat and he made things hum.
We
named him Wineska. He used to climb
to the cross-trees, going up hand over
hand by the ratlins. One day he ven
tured out on the yard-arm, aryl there
he stayed. We had to get a rope and
haul him down. Once he vaulted over
the head of our Chinese cook and went
into the lockers, where he helped him
self to sugar and butter. We had a
tackling made for him, much the
same as the harness of a pet pug, and
would drop him overboard, with a rope
attached, to take his hath.
Once he
landed in a native boat and nearly
frightened the occupants out of their
wits. He was as playful as a kitten,
and although sometimes he disobeyed,
he was never treacherous or unkind.

$500 REWARD!
We will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we
cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date
Iiittle Liver Pill, when the directions are strict
ly complied with. They are purely Vegetable,
and never fail to give satisfaction. 25e boxes
contain 100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c
boxes contain 15 Pills. Beware of substitutions
and imitations. Sent by mail. Stamps taken.
NERVITA MEDICAL CO., Cor. Clinton and
Jackson Sts., Chicago, I1L Sold by

FOR SALE.—Half-breed English Collie
and St. Bernard Pups. Price $5.00 each
for males. MISS E. M. SHTBLES,
Rockland, Me.
7

Hilton.

Our LINEN MARKERS consist of
an “Air Cushion” Rubber stamp (any
name, any style of type) a Bottle of
Carter’s Indelible Stamping Ink (war
ranted) and a Pair of Pads, and are
the most convenient, economical and
Madison’s New Modern Hotel.
surest way of marking clothing, bed
The handsomest, cosiest and best
ding, table linen, books and papers.
Complete outfit by mail, only 50c.
kept hotel in Maine. Rates only $2.00
2-28 FLETCHER & CO., Augusta, Me. per day. Come and see us.

C. M. HILTON & CO.

MASTIFFS at stud
BLACK PETER, Celebrated Brindle Mastiff.
BLOODHOUNDS at stud

HOME.

C
P r V NO MONEY WANTED
I*" St It Ci ■ Erom your own Pocket.
Ladies, Boys and Girls.
We mean it—wo have a new plan ot doing business. Wo manu
facture ninety different household articles such as Soap, Bak
ing Powder, Perfumes, Bluing, Sliver Polish, Starch, Coffee, etc,
We sell our products direct to the user, saving the profits of the
jobber, the wholesaler and retailer. This saving, which amounts
to at least 50 per cent, of the ordinary retail price, we give to
our customers In the form of premiums to repay them for their
kindness In buying from us. We offer your choice o£ 3OO pre
miums, Including Bicycles, Couches, Chairs, Ladles' Tallpr-Made
Suits, Refrigerators, Graphaphones Etc. Etc.

We Ship Goods on Thirty Days’ Credit
so you can try them before paying us, and If not as represented
you may return them.

HEFFEON & TANNER CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Send for FREE Illustrated Catalogue To-Day.

When he was lost or hid himself, as he
often did, we would look In the dark
till we saw two little balls of fire.
These were his eyes and gave him away
every time.”—New Orleans Picayune.
AN OBSERVING PUPPY.
A rector writes from Honiton, Eng
land to the Spectator to record an in
stance of a very high order of intelli
gence in an animal, of a power of rea
soning as distinct from any acquired
instinct:
“I have a bull pup, aged ten months,
and a bulldog four years old, both of
which live in the house and are great
pets. A short time ago my wife was
ill, and, though the older dog, owing to
his quiet and sedate way, was allowed
to enter her room, the puppy was never admitted. The nurse could always
tell which dog was at the door, because
the older dog gave one single and gen
tle scratch and then remained quiet,
while the puppy scratched violently
and frequently and whined. The puppy
apparently could not understand why
she was not admitted, and felt her ex
clusion. sorely.
“One (lay she scratched furiously as
usual. No notice was taken. Present
ly she was heard going flop-flop down
stairs. In a few minutes the single
gentle scratch of the old dog was
heard, the door was opened, and there
were both dogs, and, strange to say,
from that time the puppy so imitated
the' scratch of the other dog that it was
impossible to tell which was at the
door. ■ Undoubtedly the puppy went
and asked the old dog to show her how
he gained admission.
How else can
one explain the fact?

WOODEN

THE DOG CEMETERY.

1 Fairbanks

STEEL

A question that has troubled the gen
tle possessors of canine pets has at last
been settled, and there is a new and
interesting corner of the metropolis to
he visited by country cousins and stran
gers from abroad. Far off, toward the
Hand
Westchester hills, is a cemetery for
Steam
dogs, and here are to he laid the re
Power
mains of the pampered pets of New
York’s Four Hundred. For, in connec
tion with this cemetery there is to be
no Potter’s Field; the common little
dog will still have to he consigned to
the ash barrel or the back yard.
ENGINES FOR PUMPING.
j
Already there have been several in
terments in this canine burial-ground;
Estimates submitted on complete outfits.
some half dozen tiny tombstones mark
the resting places of dead and gone
Send for Catalogue and full particulars to
favorites that. have been laid to rest
with pomp and ceremony enough for | CHARLES J. J ACER COnobler clay, with expense enough for
174 High St, cor. Batterymacch,
human dust.
BOSTON, MASS.
The latest funeral in these grounds
was that of a white Angora cat; for, al
though the canine and feline races are
FARM FOB *ALE.
not friendly in life, in death they are
not divided.
Situated in town Caribou, 4™osThe surprise is not that this ceme took county.
from ® 1 ’on
tery for domestic pets has been estab village eortnintng two huiKWl acres.
lished. but that it has been so long in One hundred and fifty *ared land
coming.
Hitherto there has been no under
state of euff/ratl«n. gener
possible disposition to make of such al slightlnclination testard southwest.
such dead friends. Only last year the Easy of cultivation. Good wood lot of
owner of a tiny toy terrier was forced Arty acres with some lumber. Nice
to take the body of her pet to a crema stream of *vater dewing entirely across
tory. Its ashes now rest in a golden farm. Fuilding? in a fair state of re
urn on her writing desk, but undoubt pair. t!ar'1 42^0, granary, wood shed
edly they will soon be placed in the ca and carriage house 75x20. House IS
nine burial ground near Westchester,
■d* thoroughly finished t.h rough oZ
The Puritan.
nice cellar. Cut last year a’x
mu tons hay, nw 1500
P°'
A DOG AS A GOOD SAMARITAN tatoeilnd*pr^^^SoT^f
Of

Highest pedigree.

opportunity for breeders to introduce
the best blood, at a reasonable price,
and should be taken advantage of by
all who are interested in the improve
ments of the above breeds. Special
terms to owners breeding two or more
'
7", .
.
bitches. Mastiffs, St. Bernards and
A butcher of Wissahlckon hasit evEnglish Bloodhounds always on sale dog that is so clever that it i# a hascry morning to the baker soaker alFor particulars apply to
41tf
DR. C. A. LOUGEST, ket for a dozen rolls. Where came
313 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass ways gives it thirteen,/
K. C. Rules, and this offers a grand

SIMON OF SUDBURY (39095), Eng
lish Bloodhound, hears an unbeaten
record and acknowledged by the press
to be the best Bloonuound In the
States. Fee $50.
LUATH (44895 English Bloodhound,
whelped Feb. 20, 1894, by Ch. Bar
dolph, out of Brlcket Ruby. Fee $100.
The above named dogs are all 1st
prize winners at shows held under A.

a day when the dog brought home only
twelve. Next day and the next it con
tinued to he a roll short. The baker
declared he had never placed less than
thirteen in the basket. It was deter
mined to watch the dog. It got its,
basket filled at the baker’s and then
set out' for home' by a roundabout way.
It entered tlie yard of a stranger. In a
kennel lay a mother dog with a litter
of new horn pups. The visitor took
the roll from his mouth, pushed it into
the kennel, took up his basket again
and came home. The trick was so cap
tivating that the dog was not interfer
ed with. He continued his attentions
to his friend until she was able to he
about again. , Since then he has
brought home thirteen rolls.—Phila
delphia Record.
— -------------- ----The American Ornithologists’ Union,
which is doing a grateful work in trying to save the native birds of this
country from the bird assassins, has
recently issued the following state
ment:
“This country is on the verge of los
ing forever one of the main features
of its sea-coast charms—the sea-birds
themselves. In fact, the terns, tlie
most exquisite of the gull family, and
which formerly thronged our whole
coast, have been so nearly wiped out
by agents of the milliners that this
year’s onslaught, already fully organ
ized, will glean almost the last pair
from the small breeding colonies which
remain, wherever these are unprotect
ed.”

WINDMILLS.!

Pumps.

I Tanks and Towers, I

The

I BREED R. C. St. Bernard Pups. H. 43tf
E. DOUGLASS, Dover,Me.
46-na

AND

grain,. Plenty of pasture
of stock. C. P. R. R. cro*
Cor"
ner of farm. For price nUiV,pr de~
scriptiion aodress GEf'
Caribou Me.
41t?
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Poultry Matters.
EXERCISE FOR HENS.
If there Is anything that a hen needs
to cause her to lay well in winter, it is
exercise. It thrills the whole nervous
system and sends the blood faster
through the system, building up brok
en down tissues and supplying the di
gestive organs with plenty of nourish
ment to do the work necessary to as
similate food so as to transform it into
eggs. Never before has this subject
come up with as much zeal and ear
nestness as it has in the past few years.
Poultrymen are opening their eyes to
their needs and are doing all they can
to make the hens lay well in winter.
___
A lieh that _goes on in her sluggish
way of hogging down all she can eat
without one bit of effort on her part,
will soon become sick or too fat' to
lay and is fit for only the table or market. If you have a good poultry house
made tight, with plenty of windows
(large ones) in the south, procure
some cut straw or leaves and scatter
.over one end of the house, being sure
it is in the end where the most sun
light is. Chaff is good, too, and it
would be well to put some under the
cut straw or old leaves. You can make
the litter a foot deep or more if you
like. Scatter fine seed in this some
morning, after the fowls have had
about a half meal of some warm mash,
and just see what those hens will do.
My, such scratching, fighting, jumping
and singing you will have never
heard before. Soon their blood fairly
shoots through their veins and they
work so hard that at night they will be
ready for a big supper which, if it is
grain, should be fed early and in the
same way.
What they eat is digested because of
the natural tonic they have taken in
the way of vigorous exercise. Follow
ing good digestion comes health and
then a well filled egg basket.
Of
course your hens should be free from
lice, or else the exercise will be of
little benefit. Do not let the fowls eat
any more grain unless they scratch for
it, or do not think for a. moment that
you will overwork your fowls. Above
all things avoid giving egg foods, and
unless your fowls are diseased do not
give them any kind of drugs, but in
stead pure food and plenty of clean
fresh water. By trying this you will
surely be more than paid for your
trouble.
P. W. HEARN.

enough to let out the gases that are ex
panding it will often afford permanent
relief. There is no such danger in feed
ing small seeds, especially if they are
scattered so that the fowl has to exer
cise some to get 'them,, and swallow
only a few at a time. If corn is fed it
is better if broken into small pieces
than if fed whole. But corn is too much
inclined to fatten fowls to be used as a
main winter feed for laying hens.
NOTES IN PASSING.

AND

H O M K.

andotte breed, but today the White is
head and shoulders above the Silvers.
In size Wyandottes are a little small
er than Plymouth Rocks. They are of
a more compact build and average bet
ter layers. In dressing they show a
fine yellow skin and carry less offal
than the Rocks. Thus there is really
more eating on a five pound Wyandotte
than on a Rock of the same weight.
They are rapid growers, yet not more
rapid (in weight and size) than Rocks.
But they are plumper. Rocks do not
fatten rapidly, while growing, but Wy
andottes are1 usually fit to kill at all
periods of growth. The Wyandotte is
the ideal broiler and roaster, as well
as a general purpose fowl when ma
tured. Besides carrying less offal than
Rocks they are smaller boned.
Wyandottes are quiet in disposition
and make the best of mothers. We
think that the true Wyandotte shape
makes an ideal appearance of a fowl.
No doubt but that the white plumage
of this variety has had much to do
with shoving it ahead of all other va
rieties of the breed. When used as a
cross on common fowls it cannot fail
to greatly improve the flock. The mar
ket poultryman is leaning more and
more toward this breed.

fosortfils
Doctors recommend them for Bilious
ness, Sit5^ Headache, Constipation, all
Liver and Bowel Complaints. They
cleanse the blood of all Impurities.
Mild in their action. Of great benefit
to delicate women. One pill is a dose.
Thirty pills In a bottle enclosed in
wood—25 cents ; six bottles, $1.00. Sold
everywhere or sent post-paid.

1. S. JOHNSON & COMPANY, Boston, Mass.

BRED TO LAY.

Egg prices are down—hens are lay
ing. Were your hens laying when
prices were up? Without an incubator
WHITE WYANDOTTES.
it takes early sitters to produce early
chucks. As usual the bulk of the
chicks are hatched in late April and
Bred for eggs by the indi
May. As usual, the hens did not lay
iast winter when eggs were high. As
vidual record system.
usual, these late chicks will sell for
very little per pound. As usual, farm
ers will say that chickens do not pay
Breeding stock for sale.
anyway.
Surely there is a reason for all this;
> BRICAULT POULTRY FARM,
for hens will lay in winter and chicks 5 Everybody
will grow in March. In order to get
Lawrence, Mass.
Knows
good prices for anything we must pro
duce while the bulk of the people are
About
not producing. Early layers make the
Away from the Rush and Rattle! Yet
early sitters, ad these we must have if
we want early chicks. We will have to
IN THE HEART OF
be careful to place the sitters in warm
nests, and not attempt to put in all
NEW YORK CITY!
the eggs possible. A good sized hen
A
cannot cover well more than 13 good
Quiet and comfort! Within easy walk
sized eggs. An egg will soon chill if it
Household
gets too near the edge of the nest.
ing distance of the Great Dry Goods
Medicine
All these little details about setting
Stores. Wanamaker’s, two minutes;
hens and caring for chicks, though
A Safe and Sure Cure for
Sigel-Cooper’s, eight minutes; Macy’s,
most farmers think of them as of lit
sax minutes.
Cramps
Coughs
tle importance, are really of vast importance. Attention to such matters
Diarrhoea Colds
Burns
often make the difference between
Sprains and Strains.
profit and loss in our venture. Noth
Gives instant relief.
ing of vital importance can be neg
lected. Little things count. Fresh
Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.
eggs and fresh killed poultry, that is
;
Only
one
Pain Killer, Perry Davis’
nicely fattened, will usually command
a good price. Eggs must not only be K¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥K
fresh, but clean and of fair size.
“A Few Hens” says: The grade of
eggs demanded for the British trade is
Gor. 11th Street and University Place.
Choice Bred
one that will weigh one and a half
1200 Poultry, all
(One block from Broadway Cars.)
pounds to the dozen, and for every
varieties. Choice
Pigeons and German
half pound of eggs that weigh less than
Hares
for
sale.
All
15 ounces to the dozen, the value is
RESTAURANT,
combined and much ? Rooms $1 Up.
Prices Reasonable.
lessened by about one cent per dozen.
information in col 1
Those engaged in the import trade be
ored 60-page book
and mailed tor 10c.
lieve that in large eggs the albumen is
J. A. Bergey, Telford,
thicker than in the small ones, and
Pa.
MILLET FOR HENS.
that about 90 per cent of the Stale or
• o • o • o •©• oo o« o ♦ o • o
had eggs are small eggs with white
The small seeds, such as those from shells. Shells of a brown color are
millet and sorghum, are much better preferred, and must be clean without
than whole Indian corn as winter feed having been cleaned.
There is no occasion for the farmer
for fowls. The latter can be and is
swallowed too fast, and often in a few to complain about low prices for grain
Strain of
minutes the hen fills its small crop so if he keeps a large number of hens. By
that the active muscles of the gizzard judicious feeding, this grain can read
cannot be brought to grind it. In such ily he turned into eggs and chickens
cases the fowl becomes crop bound, in whiclr represent so much cash. The
which condition the corn ferments, and product of the poultry yard is always still maintain their reputation as win
the result is certain death unless re sold for cash. If we buy all our food ners and added new laurels at the
lieved. A slit into the crop just large it will cost about a dollar to keep a hen New York Show. The same can be
Whereupon the laddie turneth back
a year. During this time she ought to said of my
to brave his scorn—and at tile same
lay 10 dozen eggs, which at an average
recommend Hie old man to use
White Cochins, Seahright Bantams
price of 12 cents per dozen, will give and Yellow Fantall and Russian Trum
us $1.20. During this time she ought peter Pigeons. Send for descriptive
Mitchell’s Original Cure-All Corn
to hatch and raise 15 chicks, and if we circular.
sell them, when they weigh three
Embden, Toulouse
PHILANDER
WILLIAMS,
and Bunion Plasters.
;
pounds each, at 12 cents per pound, it 40tf
AND
Taunton, Mass.
will add $4.32 to the account. These
Nine cases out of ten where !
AFRICAN GEESE.
MITCHELL’S CURE-ALL CORN
chicks have cost us about five cents a
LOWELL
and BUNION PLASTER is applied i
Ci. liar free.
pound to raise, or $1.80 -for the lot,
the pain leaves at once. This Plas- [
which gives us $2.52 profit. Now add Is selling eggs from his best Barred
SAJUEL CIISFImAv, Pawtucket, IL I.
ter is just as good for callous Feet I
Farm, W 't Mansfield, Mass.
the 20 cents profit on. the eggs, and we Plymouth Rocks, and R. C. Brown
and for all Sores on the Feet usually i
caused by chafing. If it pains you I
have a total of $2.72 per hen. But let Leghorns for $1.00 per 13, $2.00 per 30,
after wearing awhile, remove, and !
us call it a profit of $2.00 per head, or $3.00 per 50. A fair hatch guaranteed.
in a day or two apply a fresh piece. I
$200 per 100 hens, and how does this If you want some chicks that are
For Corns and Bunions and Soft I
§
• • THE ...
’« compare
with any other stock raising? worth raising send me your order. No
Corns: Cover the Corn or Bunion all 1
oyer with a Plaster, and a sure cure 1
It only requires method and common reduction in prices of eggs this season.
will be effected. Persons who will 1
sense to make poultry raising pay. J. W. LOWELL, Gardiner, Me. 41-40.
wear tight boots and shoes to make
You cannot make it a profitable side
their feet look small should always
issue,
for
side
issues
usually
mean
a
use MITCHELL’S CURE-ALL CORN
—is now.
and BUNION PLASTERS. They are
lot
of
jumbled
up
stock
in
dilapidated
GOLDTHWAITE’S
OPEN To THE XlhLIC!
thin as a piece ot paper, and do not
houses. Produce eggs in winter and
take up as much room, ami are not
HEW BATHs,
chickens in March. The above figures Continental
as clumsy as the old felt corn and
bunion plasters. One trial will make
Steam heavJ§ may seem large to the side issue folks, Poultry
a cripple dance for joy.
Ask for
but enterprising breeders are making
MITCHELL'S CURE-ALL CORN
LiAIVATOR and ELbqtRIC' much more per head than that out of
and BUNION PLASTER.
SERVICE. Thoroughly
Food
poultry every year.—Poultry.
\n every respect.
AND TAKE NO OTHER.
A balanced ration, composed of six kinds
Sold by druggists and dealers In med- !
VJRite WYANDOTTES.
of grain, Meat and Fish Meal.
Rates $2.00 to $3.00.
ine;
y w here ; 12 sheets in each
PRICE $1.50 PER HUNDRED LBS.
box. Price, 50c. per box.
st'Vs ’"i'he
breed of fowls toOr sent by mail on receipt of 50 (
cents.
I
is no doub?\>J“lylnouth Rock-

'PaiwXiUev

Hotel
Albert,

THE AUTOCRAT
LIGHT BRAHMAS.

Rhode Island Reds,

NEW WITT

Tta ftm QeWittf
GEO x

GREER CUT BEEF BONE.

bermX1’l,yra‘,"lh
breed
WyandotteX >at the^Vot

il t0

Price 2.% cts. per lb., lots of 100 lbs, $2
Grain and Poultry Supplies of all kinds.
Samples free.

E. H. DOBLE & CO.,
*»tf

WEST QUINCY, MASS

Manufactured by the Novelty Plas-§
ter Works, Southville, Mass. G. E. C
Mitchell, Founder and Sole Proprie-2
tor until incorporated. Founded in '
Lowell, Mass.,1864. Incorporated and J
removed to Southville Mass., 1898.
SX0®O®O(iO®^^

TURF,
HOW ONE

MAN USES
MAN.URE.

FARM

POULTRY always before them.

It is amazing
how much water swine require in
warm weather.
The pea is an old fashioned crop,
In conversation with one of the most
wide awake farmers and poultry men but it is a good one.
in tile country, a short time ago, we
ENRICHING SANDY LAND.
got a lot of information that is too
good for us to hide under a bushel,
So much has been said in favor of
and so we tell it, for the. benefit of our
readers, just as we do everything else clover as the great soil renovater
that is good that we learn of, or come that it may seem waste of space to ad
vocate other, and in many cases, per
in contact with.
When we were looking over his haps better methods.
Te be effective all fertilizers must be
heavy crops of clover, and the dark
green fields of silage corn, and admir selected with reference to their adapta
ing the fertility and productiveness of bility. To sow clover on a weak, dry
his sandy loam farm, he said that the sand, would be about as profitable as to
manure that they husbanded with the sow it on the bed of a well traveled
greatest care and thought the most of road. Even in case the rain should
was that from the poultry. One year come and a good stand be secured, the
he kept five hundred White Leghorn growth of either plant or root would be
fowls for eggs. Their houses had ce insignificant, while the chances would
mented floors and under the roosts the be more than even that the seed would
floors were well covered with dry earth be lost.
Within the corn belt for a sure,
or sifted coal ashes, which was removed
with the manure once a week and de cheap and abundant fertilizer, good old
fashioned field corn is not to be over
posited in a dry manure house.
Crystals of ammonia formed on the looked. Where corn reaches its best
roof of the house, and no odor was ob estate before frost comes in the fall,
servable in the building except that of rye and other crops must take second
place.. Not being an annual rye must
ammonia.
The most marked instance of the be allowed to get in most of the work
value of this manure was its applica jn the spring. This makes it too late
tion for corn on a field that we had to plow in for early crops. If used it
just cleared a lot of young cedar must be sown in the fall and plowed in
bushes off from. The land—a sandy the following May, the ground then
loam—had literally no tame vegeta drilled to corn and the corn turned un
tion on it; there was nothing but five der in the following fall or. succeeding
finger, golden rod, and the growth of spring. That will take the use of the
cedars.
It was thoroughly plowed, land for a year if it was in grass at
harrowed, furrowed out and the poul the time of plowing for the rye, but the
try manure, at the rate of thirty bush loss of the crops that grow on our run
els per acre, strewn along on the fur out fields in a year is of but little mo
rows which were then leveled down by ment if the ‘soil is being permanently
the drag, mixing the soil and manure improved. The organic matter gotten
well together, and then a half bushel into the soil by rye and corn is the ob
of corn per acre was sown for fodder. ject aimed at.
It is not known that these plants re
The season was favorable and the
growth was simply amazing—at ma turn more phosphoric acid and potash
to the soil than they take from it in
turity ten to twelve feet high.
When the men came with the harvest their growth, but they do return a lot
ing machine to help put it into the of decaying matter to the soil that
silo, I had difficulty in convincing makes it lively and keeps it moist, and
that is a long start on the road to
them that nothing but chicken manure higher
productiveness for it makes
had been used as a fertilizer.
I have used over two hundred bush possible the use of chemicals on land
els of the same kind of manure on my which in its former condtion would
silage corn this year and as the land is have returned poorly for them.
With the improved conditions that
richer now than it was on the new ce
dar land I expect, a great crop if the come from the decay of the rye and
corn the growing of clover is made
saeson continues favorable.
Every farmer keeping a flock of hens possible and this will in turn put the
for growing corn for
should have a dry house in which to land in condition
or the crib.
keep the droppings of the birds.. They theInsilo
the clover seeding we have gotten
void no urine, and as their droppings
are moist, a supply of dry earth or the best results, on weak soils, when
sifted coal ashes should be kept under we have used about twenty pounds of
the roost as an absorbent and deodor northern red .clover seed per acre.
izer. I have no fear of the ability of We have found the peavine variety to
my sandy loam farm to respond to lib freeze out worse than the other and so
eral manuring. It is not the best kind have not sown it for some years.
While we have spoken of rye as the
of land for permanent pastures or for
continuous grass growing, but with first crop to use in the improvement
the large herd of Jerseys that I shall of light soils we would by no means
keep on my sixty acres I shall need to everlook buckwheat, for it is of great
turn over every field of sod before it value, but it is now so far advanced in
runs Out. I expect to keep at least the the season, and haying time is here,
equivalent of forty mature cattle, buy that there is not time to plow and seed
ing grain—as I would with even a larg with it, and get a fair growth this year,
er farm—as I find I can buy it cheaper but there will be time enough this fall,
than I can raise it; or rather, to put so the land can be plowed and seeded
it more accurately, I shall raise other to rye—if we have rains—early in Sep
crops that will pay me better, and buy tember, and the early spring months
will continue its growth and furnish
my grain.
I find wood ashes excellent on my the first step in the improvement of
sandy loam in helping, to grow clover lands that are now of little value.
When once clover or corn can be
and if I can only get a good stand of
clover to winter, I feel sure of every grown on a field, its future is secure
in the hands of a man who had inter
thing else.
With the ashes and hen manure I est enough in it to undertake its im
have been able to get my farm to pro provement.
We have in our State thousands of
ducing a lot of cattle food.
acres of this easily worked but unpro
ductive land that can be made of great
PEAS FOR PIGS IN THE ORCHARD. value by comparatively little outlay,
and some time it will be done.
We have advocated pigs in the or
chard a great many times, for we be152,773 POSTS PER DAY.
ljeve they are worth more there, in
summer time, than in any other place.
The average daily circulation of the,
After they have worked for us 'during Boston Post during the month of July,
the early part of the season in break 1900, was precisely 152,773 copies.
ing sod and clearing land, we expect
Never before in the history of New
the brood sows to give us another lot England newspapers has any morning
of pigs in August and then they will or evening newspaper in New England
need a lot of rich, succulent food to ever passed or approached the daily
enable them to make milk for their average of 150,000 copies.
young. If we have an - acre of peas
No evening newspaper in New Eng
that were sown with about two bush land sells within 50,000 copies per day
els of seed, on good, well prepared land, of the Post’s daily average.
early in the spring, we have on hand
No two other morning newspapers in
some of the best feed obtainable. An New England combined sell as many
acre of good peas will feed four or five copies as the Post sold in July, and is
sows and their young pigs several selling to-day.
weeks, or until the com is in the
And, as to local sales, all the other
“dough,” when it should follow the Boston morning papers combined do
peas for feeding.
not equal one-half the Post’s circula
The" peas should be mowed and tion in Boston and vicinity.
thrown in to the pigs, and while the
The Post’s present position in the
vines are green, and even when they New England newspaper field is abso
are quite dry, they will be largely eat lutely unparalleled in the history of
en. Every pea will be found and none New England journalism.
wasted.
And still the cry is
“EXCELSIOR.”
There should be plenty of good water
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GET IN LINE
For the Biggest and Best,
THE

New

■ England
■ Fair
AT OLD fiRGHftRD BEACH,
Aug. 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.

$30,000
In Purses and Premiums.
No strings on premiums and no pro rata reductions.

Premiums Guaranteed
AND

HONEY

DEPOSITED

TO

PAY THE SAME,

TROTTING.
2.12
2.14
2.1G
2.19
2.23
2.28
2.34
2.40

Class,
Class,
Class,
Class,
Class.
Class,
Class,
Class,

?G00
600
' GOO
400
400
400
300
300

2.08
2.10
2.12
2.14
2.17
2.22
3.28
2.40

PACING.

Class,
Class,
Class,
Class,
Class,
Class,
Class,
Class,

$G00
600
600
GOO
400
400
300
300

First-class Vaudeville attractions and Good Band of Music
every day.
A Holiday week at the most pleasant of holiday resorts.

THE FASTEST HORSES
Of New England will be at the .

GRAND CIRCUIT MEETIWB
Z Vz

'

At Providence, the week of this Fair. Main«>' ^huses h^'e ,l
chance to win good money here.
Entries on Live Stock close Aug. dt,JEntries for races close Thur«*C

]<*h‘

Entrance

fee 10 per cent.
All Entries should he made to

fl. F PORTER, flanager,

<Hd Orchard, fla/de.
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MERCHANDISE IN GENERAL.

:■: Market Quotations :-

Quotations on the Leading Products
In Demand.

•^ASAfiAP • Cz» Cw O •’OXOA SCXsi
MOVEMENT OF CATTLE AT THE The Suply was larger. than usual, but
CENTRES.
there was a good demand, and the mar
ket was cleaned up early. The com
Common Grades Were Taken Readily mon to medium grades of cattle con
at Brighton—Large Lots for Ex
tinue in request, and it is generally
porters.
conceded that the drovers who are
Brighton, Aug. 7. Amount of live bringing them to market and the' spec
stock on the market: Cattle, 2965; ulators who are buying them are mak
sheep and lambs, 221; swine, 337; veal ing money—much more in proportion
calves, 484; horses, 120; poultry, 200 to their outlay than the people who are
handling the choicer grades of cattle.
lbs.
Sales: 3 beef cows, average 1040 lbs,
Be Cvs 3%c; 3 beef cows, average 1020 lbs,
Sources ol supply: Cattle S & L
300
Western states,
2,451
25 3%c; 2 beef cows, average 690 lbs, 2c; 4
37
Massachusetts,
lfil
459 beef cows, average 890 lbs, 2%c.
221
Maine.
212
New Hampshire,
Veal Calves—The receipts were not
Vermont,
47
large, hut on account of their poor
Connecticut,
14
quality and the large supply of veal left
484
221
337
Totals,
2,965
731 in butchers’ hands from last week, the
$72
Previous week, 2,147
40
market ruled slow and weak. Drovers
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle— had in some cases to make liberal con
The market ruled strong for the corn- cessions in order to make a clearance,
nion grades of cattle and under a good while the few who made sales at figures
demand prices advanced. The »pposite equal to those ruling last week were
was the case with the better and heav considered fortunate. So long as drov
ier grades. The supply was much too ers persist in bringing forward more
large for the demand and after the calves than the demand warrants un
butchers had filled their wants they of satisfactory markets seem likely to be
fered very low prices for the surplus, encountered. Sales: 60 calves, average
with the result that a large number re 145 lbs, 5J/-<c; 85 calves, average 133 lbs,
mained unsold. Some will be offered 5%c.
again tomorrow, but the probabilities
Sheep and Lambs—The supply con
are that drovers will be obliged to ac tinues light, but it is sufficient for the
cept the prices offered or send the cat demand. Butchers bought today, not
tle to be slaughtered. Sales: 2 cattle, because they were in need of sheep and
average 1655 lbs, 4’^c; 2 cattle, average lambs, but because.they considered the
1655 lbs, 5c; 1 beef cow, weighing 1000 prices, which they made themselves, to
lbs, 3%c; 2 beef cows, average 890 lbs, be reasonable. Sales; 8 lambs, aver
3%c; 2 beef cows, average 820 lbs, 3c; age 58 lbs, 5V&c; 19 sheep, average 87
2 beef cows, average 825 lbs, 3c; 4 cat lbs, 4c; 21 lambs, average 64 lbs, 5%c
tle, average 1205 lbs, 4%c; 2 beef cows,, Western Beef Cattle—The western
average 970 lbs, 3%c; 1 steer, weighing and Canadian purchases are dependent
1640 lbs, 4%c; 14 cattle, weighing from on the amount of ocean space export
1410@ 2020 lbs each, 5c; 1 beef cow, ers can secure. While the Glasgow
weighing 1100 lbs, 4 Vic; 1 beef cow, boats are not being filled, the London
weighing 1040 lbs, 4%c; 2 cattle, aver and Liverpool steamships are taking
age 1390 lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, average 1580 the limit and will continue to do so as
■lbs, 5c; 2 cattle, average 1335 lbs, 4%c; long as the British markets hold in
2 cattle, average 1370 lbs, 4%c; 2 cattle, anything like their present condition.
average 1455 lbs, 5%c; 2 cattle, average Exporters bought 5912 cattle in Chica
1510 lbs, 5%c.
go last week, as compared with 6173
Milch Cows and Springers—The sup for the previous week and 4118 for the
ply was not so large today. Milkmen corresponding week last year.
report a scarcity of milk and great need
for cows, but they have no grass to Demand Was Light at Somerville and
feed cows with and are not buying very
Most of the Stock Was Consigned.
freely. The rain today may help the
Somerville, Aug. 7. Amount of live
market somewhat, but drovers are not
very hopeful. The general quality of stock on the market: Cattle, 323;
the offerings today was poor, owing to sheep and lambs, 8001; swine, 10,114;
the short supply of feed in the coun veal calves, 802.
try.
Sources ot supply. Cattle 8 & Lj Se Cvs
Veal Calves—The supply was much Western States
7,600 10,000
smaller than that, of last week, but the Massachusetts
10
93
3 61
14
28
187
demand was slow and the market rul Maine,
New Hampshire
177
88
50
217
ed weak. Slaughterers were unable to Vermont
122
192
61 337
dispose of last week’s purchases and
Totals
823 8,001 10,114 802
did not want calves today unless they
Previous week
196 7,878 10,296 988
could be bought at a very low figure.
Some of the offers were so low that
Northern and Eastern Beef Cattle—■
drovers would not accept, preferring to Heavy fat cattle are not wanted by
hold the calves or have them slaugh Boston slaughterers, but the demand
tered, rather than lose money by sell for lightweights of fair to medium
ing them alive. The result was that quality is brisk. Owing to the warm
several lots were unsold at a late hour, weather dealers do not stock up with
one drover having a lot which would heavy fat beef. The butchers who have
have made 6c lb two weeks ago which a good class of trade are bringing
he could not sell at 5%c lb. Sales: 21 enough heavy cattle from the west to
calves, average
131
4 calves, meet their requirements, and are filling
-,n
, lbs,
,, 5%c;
,
average 110 lbs, 5c, 15 calves, average in with local beef cows.
While the
H/° lb«A 5C1 63 calves’ aZ^a,^e 144 lbs’ drovers with good heavy Maine cattle
5«/,c; 20 calves, average 104 lbs, 5c.
lost mOney, others who brought in
Sheep and Lambs-Butchers did not light cattle from nearby points made
want sheep or lambs. A few small good- profits.
Sales:
2 beef cows, aver
bunches were weighed up with sheep, age 710 lbs, 214c; 3 beef cows, average
but no straight sales were reported. 895 lbs, 2%c; 2 beef cows, average 1020
The idea for choice lambs, however, lbs, 3%c; 2 beef cows, average 990 lbs,
seemed to be about 5Vic lb.
3c.
Western Beef Cattle—The large reVeal Calves—The bulk of the arriv
Vh''t.s
for the
weekt are
for ais
als were either
bv 1 T
— '
e accounted
—
eitner consigned direct to the
had tda,rg? am01U?K °f TT, sh?PPers abattoirs or sent from other yards by
and theil°^fa^ th® end of last 'veek drovers, who were dissatisfied with the
of the ca^i.0Z4be1piI®®?aA y?ek; Some Prices offered and wished to have their
lug were rm^om Liveipoo1 last even- calves slaughtered. The few that were
Pei-B
anK.dlsc_ouraging, but ship- offered sold at about or slightly below
ing
Londo^tb.at aU cat«? arriv,:
last week’s prices. Sales: 19 calves,
will make mon^ Liverpool this week average 137 lbs, 5^c; 37 calves, average
such a■ Po«tion thl^arkets being in 129 lbs, 5%c; 27 calves, average 139
obliged to blly Cattle<T^ritlshers are lbs, 5%c; 24 calves, average 112 lbs,
vthis side.
5%c; 29 calves, average 113 lbs, 514c.
Drovers Had to Make Con.
Sheep and Lambs—About all the arEffect a Clearance at__Waterions to rivals were consigned to slaughtering
Watertown, Aug. 7.
concerns, who are still ■ getting their
stock oh the market-. Cattle, „
supply from the west. While the reand lambs. 548; _swine,
ve<ll '^'vts at Chicago during the past
calves, 235; horses, 27; bouitry,
„„„ weree much
lbg the
mu.?h smaller than during
■ Cattle 8 &L Be
mary^Sseonding week last year the
9,000
570
Iv.-stern states,
%c lh la th? weak- Prices declining
JlJSa-.ichusetts,
26
15
40
'hat can t1(, an„days- The only reason
18
Hampshire,
60
8
12
hft^e poor conSced for the weakness
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Boston, Aug. 7.—Butter continues In
rather quiet request, with the market
steady. The feeling is that the make
has been somewhat shortened by dry
weather In various parts of the country,
and consequently holders are confident:
Best creamery, small lots and pkgs, 21@
211&c; northern fresh, round lots, 20®
2016c; western. 19V6@20c; eastern, 19%@
20c; firsts, 16@18c; imitations, 16@17c;
jobbing, 16c to lc more.
Cheese is in only quiet request. The
quantity coming forward is not exces
sive, and the market Is steady. Old
Iround lots, 1116013c; sage, 13c; new,
9%@934c; jobbing, 16@lc higher; Liver
pool, last cable, 47s. 6d. for both white
and colored.
Eggs are in quiet request, but strictly
fine stock is in small supply, with prices
firm: Loss off, fresh Western, 14@1516c;
eastern, 1616©17%c; nearby and fancy,
18c and up; jobbing, l@116c higher.
The deinand for beans is dull, and the
market is rather easy: Carload lots, pea,
32.1716; medium, 82.16; yellow eyes, 82.25;
red kidneys, 32.20@2.25; California small
white, $2.30@2.40; jobbing, 10c more;
Lima, 6@616c per lb.
The flour market is quiet and generally
rather easy. Locally, trade is dull, but
the larger milling concerns have been
selling more flour in some parts of the
country, with the report that some of
the larger buyers of well known brands
are satisfied that prices are low enough,
and as low as they are going.
Cornmeal is easy at the decline of
early in the week, under the decline in
corn. Oatmeal is easy, with the cereals
little changed.
The market on hay is pretty firm, un
der the idea that the crop is really light.
Rye straw is steady, with the supply
limited. Millfeed is a little firmer, under
a better general demand: Hay, $14@19;
fancy and jobbing, $18.50; rye straw, $16
@17; oat straw, $809.
Pork provisions are steady and un
changed. The cash and local demand is
fairly good, but the speculative interest
has been small.
The beef market is firmer, with the
supply decidedly well sold up. Ship
pers have decidedly shortened the quan
tity for this market, and better prices are
expected to result. Quotations are very
firm.
The market on lambs is decidedly firm,
on a shortened supply and a better de
mand. Muttons are steady. Veals are
in quiet request: Spring lambs, 9@12c;
eastern, 10@13c; Brighton and fancy, 100
13%c; yearlings, 70S%c; muttons, 6@Sc;
fancy and Brighitons, 7@8%c; veals, 5@
9c; fancy Brightons, 9@10c.
The supply of iced poultry has con
tinued rather light, while the amount of
fresh dry coming forward is limited.
Prices on iced fowls are firm. Spring
chickens, 14@18c; broilers and roasters,
17@20c; fresh fowls, ll@14c; ioed fowls,
10%@12c; iced1 chickens, 10@13c; iced tur
keys, 9012c; live fowls; 10@ll%c; chick
ens, 12@14c.
Apples are coming forward more
abundantly, and, although the demand
Is fair, prices are easier. The supply of
early, perishable apples in small baskets;
is abundant, and such have to be sold off
quickly for what they will bring. Na
tive astrachans, $2@2.50; Jersey boughs,
$2.50@3; Williams, $2@2.50; Nyack pip
pins, 84 04.50; crates and baskets, 40c@$l.
The market is still well supplied with
pears-. The California^ are not all gone
yet, although they are getting near to
the end.
The supply of southern and
from the middle states is abundant. Cal
ifornios are quotable at $1.7502.25 per
box.
Natives or southern, in barrels,
sell at 8305, as to quality.

The first car of Delaware peaches of
the season came through in god shape,
though the variety was an early one,
and, naturally, not up to the latter va
rieties. They soldi at 60080c per basket.
The Delaware crop is reported to be a
good one, and if the present dry weather
continues they will reach Boston to fine
order. They will be coming right along
now.
The market is fully supplied with ber
ries, especially blueberries, which are
very plenty, they selling at 6@10c per
box in crate lots. It is reported that the
Maine and eastern crop is larger than
anticipated. Raspberries are plenty,
and sell In crate lots at 10@12c, with a few
fancy lots higher. Gooseberries sell at
5@7c per box in crate lots. Currants are
doing better for eastern, with good
bringing 5®7c. Some lots of native have
Print- to be sold for less.
Potatoes

are

easier,

under

very

full

arrivals.
Still the demands is good for
good lots, with the quality generally fine.
Sweet potatoes are very firm for good.
Extra, 81.7502 per barrel; fair to’good,
$1.5001.75; choice yellow sweet, $404.50
per barrel; inferior and white, 82.5003;
red, $2.
Egyptian onions continue easy at $1.25
@1.50 per bag; Spanish, $2.50; native, 75c
per bushel.
Yellow turnips are quoted at $1.25 per
barrel; white, 50c per bushel. Bunch
turnips are out of the market. Beets are
quoted at 60c per bushel, with bunch out
of the market. Carrots are quoted at $2
per 100 bunches, and at $1 per bushel.
Parsnips are quoted at $4 ner barrel.
Mint sells at 25e per dozen; cress, 35c
per dozen; parsley, 25c per box.
Cabbages are quoted at 75c per barrel
for Long Islands; native, $5 per 100 heads.
Marrow squashes are in short supply
and higher at $202.50 per barrel. Sum
mer crooks sell at $4 perTofl; scallops, $6
per 100.
A few egg plants are on the
market-and are quoted at $1.50 per crate.
Cucumbers are fairly plenty and sell
at $1.50 per box for good. Tomatoes are
In short supply, with none at hand ex
cept native, which sell at $202.50 per box.
Hothouse are quoted at 6@8o per pound.
Watermelons are plenty and sell all
the wajy from 15c to 25c, as to size and
quality. Some very fancy melons bring
even as high as 30c, with off lots sold .s
low as 12c. Cantaloupes are in very full
supply, and the market is easy. Black
Japs sell at $1.5002.50 per crate. Jer
sey emerald jems, in one-half barrel
crates, sell at $1@1.25; Rocky Fords, $1
@1.50 per crate, as to size of crate and
quality; Baltimore A. A.’s, 75c@$l per
Crate.

THE MATTER OF HOPPLES.
Mr. Editor:—I should.like to say a
word in regard to hopples. It seems
they are getting in their deadly work
quite early in the . season.
Trainer
Culver had his collar hone broken at
Detroit last week while driving a horse
with the hopples. At Gorham two men
are on crutches and came very near
losing their lives by a horse getting
thrown while working with hoples on.
Now is there any remedy to abolish the
accursed things? Let us see, the N. T.
A. abolishes hopples, and then in ;i
cowardly way to clear themselves
throws the responsibility on the sever
al societies and track managers and
they have not tlie courage to bar them
because they are afraid they might lose
an entry of three or four dollars.
Now, brother horsemen, there Is a
remedy for this great evil. The hoppled horse in a race endangers the life
of his driver and every other driver in
the race. Now let every owner and
driver positively refuse to drive or let
their horse go into a race with a horse
wearing the straps and then the cussed
hopples will be a thing of the past in
races. For gaiting a horse they are all
right, but there let them end.
Some horseman will say I have got a
fast horse but he can’t go without his
legs are tied together and I can’t get
anywhere wth him. Now for the other
side of it. Every dollar that you win
in a race with your hoppled horse you
steal from Mr. B.., who has got a good
horse and an honest going horse, while
your hoppled horse is not an honest go
ing horse, neither is he a fast horse
only at the run. Now gentlemen, you
know as well as any one that your
that wears the hopples and can’t go .a
little bit without them is not worth
but a very small sum and the proper
place for him is in a team, where he
was intended to work, not on a race
course. I hope some one will take up
the hopple subject that can handle it
far better than I can until the accursed
straps are expelled from the race
track, qnd it can be done.

TRAINER.

GROCER’S SYRUP
Cures Dyspepsia.
Sold by all druggists, In 35 cts. and $1
bottles. None genuine unless bearing a
beaver on the bottle.

—Manufactured By—

Geo. Grodeir Go., Waterville, Me.
DO YOU HAVE HEADACHES? If
so send your address on postal and we
will send free sample of Acetine, the
greatest known cure. It never fails.
If you are afflicted, try It. Acetine
Drug Go., Augusta, Me.
36tf

TURF,

THE PASSING OF RIGBY.
Rigby Park is one of the fastest
trotting tracks in the country, but its
principal owner, Mr. George Burnham,
grew weary of paying deficiencies and
finelly nailed up the gates. This ac
tion liaj, moved the Mhine Farmer to
remark:
“The free and easy .policy which has
prevailed lias not attracted the people
of Portland nor of Maine and while
they have kept silent there has been
no endorsement of open violation of
law regarding pool and liquor selling.
It is to-day without question , one of
the fastest tracks in the country, but
this is an attraction only to those who
are seeking a low record; the majority
are looking fo,r contests and owners
prefer to keep their horses well within
themselves. It cannot be. said that the
closing of Rigby will have any per
ceptible influence on the industry, for
the sentiment has greatly changed re
garding the essentials of a good horse,
so that, while speed always insures val
ue, its place as the sole . requirement
has been supplemented by other and
mor enduring qualities. The day for

FARM

the race track to be considered the
chief support of horse breeding has
passed.”
True, sentiment has changed to some
extent with regard to horses, but there
is no test half so searching-as that of
.the race track. If you wish to devel
op the highest qualities of the horse
and perpetuate them, you will have to
follow in the footsteps of those who
have preceded you and not avoid speed
contests. The teaching of horse shows
is that there are other strong points to
our four-legged and’ one-toed friend
than the ability to go fast, and the
opinion is spreading that it is not wise,
to sacrifice everything to speed. Horse
show, sentiment is opposed to slovenly
methods and crude -equipment, and
with the growth of this sentiment there
is less tolerance for roughly appointed
and loosely managed tracks. The suc
cessful trotting tracks of the country
are those controlled by men of posi
tion, and which cater to the decent
sentiment of- the coinhiunity. We re
gret the passing of Rigby, but the
horse breeding industry of Maine will
not be affected by it.—Turf, Field and
Farm.

AND

HOM®.
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MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.
Summer Things.
Close Woven Hammocks,

50c and $1.25.

Hardwood Lawn Swings—for four people,

$5.50.

Croquet Sets—8-ball, hardwood sets,
Unframed

98c

Pictures—mounted
Choice subjects, suitable for

Platinum

on gray mats.
framing,

25c and 35c.

Blue Flame Oilstoves—for cool cooking.

Send for catalogue.
Straw

Hatting—new

goods, (send for

samples),
Afternoon Tea

12 l-2c a yd.
Kettles—brass, with lamp

and stand, complete,

SEASON OF 1900.

49c.

and Upholstery Goods—by the yard.
Send for free samples, stating kinds wished and approx
imate price.

Drapery

Plymouth Hacney StudProperty ot EBEN D. JORDAN.

Oren Hooper’s Sons,

THE PRIZE HACKNEY STALLION.

ALSO

Lord Den by II.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHAMPION HACKNEY STALLION

A. H. S. B., 358. (IMPTD.)
3. H. S. B„ (3092).
Sire, Lord Derby 2d (417). Dam, Polly
(279).

Prince Crompton.

chiltonville, mass.

Fee, $50.00.
Race Record
2.21 1-4.
.

The Best Bred Son of Nelson 2.09.

Fee, $50.

Winner First Prize New York, 1898.
Son of Prize-Winners. Sire of PrizeWinners.
American breeders of the heavy har
ness horse who wish to improve the
quality and substance of their founda
tion stock, can do so by combining
with the speed of their standard-bred
mares the size, bone, action, conforma
tion and strength of the true Hackney.
The success of this cross in the pro
duction of desirable carriage horses
has been most amply demonstarted by
the progeny of Lord Denby II.

REGAL NELSON.

PONY HACKNEY STALLION
DILHAM

Prime Minister.
Fee, $25.

Address C. H. WILSON, Mgr.,
Chiltonville, Mass
Trial
2.11 1-4.

BURDETTE NO. 0132.

Bay stallion with both pasterns behind white, stands 16 hands and weighs 1175 lbs., by
Nelson 2.09. 1st dam Marrinette, dam of Queen Regent 2.29by Director 2.17, sire of Direc
tum 2.05*4, Direct 2.05 ; 2d dam Pantalette, dam of Epaulet 2.19, Burglar 2.24*4 by Princeps.
Regal Nelson has a three year old record of 2.33% in a winning race over a soft half mile
track, which is no measure of his speed as he has been a close second in 2.16%. As a sire
Regal Nelson is all that could he desired. His colts all have size, solid colors, hay or brown
and can all show speed. We have two year olds that stand from 15 to 15-2 and one thing
which especially recommends him as a sire is action. He is a nice knee actor and he
transmits that quality to all his prodace, in short, produces the exact patterns that are in
demand as gentlemen’s road horses, a class of horses that always bring good prices.
Rrgal Nelson will make a fnll season in the stmi this year at the very low price of $25 to
insure a foal. This is a grand opportunity for breeders to produce just what the country
demands at a price that is within reach of all. Regal Nelson will be in charge of Benjamin
French at Morrison Stock Farm, East Livermore, Me.
Mares met at train and kept at pasture for 75c per week or at stable for $2.00 per week.
Accidents and escapes at owners risk. For further Information address,

BENJAMIN FRENCH, Livermore Falls, Me., or
L. MORRISON, 93 So. Market St-, Boston, Mass.

Used and
endorsed by
the Adams

This trade mark has been known to progressive
horsemen for many years. It stands for

Express Co.

GEORGE E. BALL, Proprietor.

First Glass Gentlemen’s Driving
Bay horse, small star, white ankles
by Alcantara 2.23, by Geo. Wilkes
list, by Broken Leg 0'667. Alcantara
ers than any sire, living or dead.
BURDETTE 2.21(4 is a great actor
his colts. They are good size, good
market demands for speed and gents
further particulars address

Horses Furnished at Any Time.
behind, strong 16 hands, weighs 1200
2.22; dam Minnie, dam of three in the
2.23 is the sire of more 2.15 perform

the most famous (and most successful) veterinary
specific of the age. It will cure curbs, splints,
colic, lameness, shoe boils, thrush, horse ail, etc.
Won’t scar or change the hair. Locates lameness
by remaining moist on the part affected.

himself, and transmits his action to
color, great actors and are what the
drivers. For extended pedigree and

GEO. E. BALL, Owner,

Tuttle’s Elixir
Tuttle’s Family Elixir cures Rheumatism, Sprains,
Bruises, etc. Samples of either Elixir free for three 2-cent
stamps for postage. Fifty cents buys either Elixir of any drug
gist, or it will be' sent direct on receipt of price. Money re
funded if not satisfactory in every way. Particulars free.

DR. S. A. TUTTLE, 27 Beverly Street, Boston, Mass.

Exeter, Maine.
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MAY KING, 2.20.
SIRE OF^ BINGEN, 2.06 1-4, CHAMPION TROTTING STALLION OE 1899
Pi Lijero, 2.14 3-4, Chestnut King (ch g , 2.15 1-2, Genevieve (3), 2.16 1-4, Chest
nut King (b g), 2.17 1-4, Allie King, 2.19, Nordhoff (3), 2.29 1-4..............................
Sire, Electioneer (sire of 165 with records from 2.07 3-4 to 2.30; sons have sired 745 in 2.30 list; danglers
produced 84 with records from 2.05 1-2 to 2 30); dam May Queen 2.20, by Norman; dam of Maiden (34/23 ( srn o
Marston C., 3, 2.19 1-4, Election, sire of Alice Barnes, 2,13 1-4 and 2 others); 2d dam, Jenny, (dam hf King - mon ,
2 21 1-4, sire of Zembia, 2.11 1-4, and 17 others, byJ Davy3 Crockett.
.
heavily
sound.
May King was foaled In 1886, 1* a dark rich bay with black points, no white; strong conformation;

SERVICE FEE, $50.

LOOKAWAY 2.22L Trial 2,121.

Sire of Nowaday, 3, 214 1-4, Winola, 2 15 1-4, Blazeaway,
2 20 1-4, Lookair, 3. 2.24 1-4, Gazeaway, 2.20 14.

Lookaway, b h. byLook, sire ot Phillis S., 2.13 X, and 12 other®, and son of Nut
wood,
2.18 3-4,
Zither, 'by ~~
Woodford-----Mambrino;
dam, Rosalind, by Harry Clay 45,
----------- and1 Zith' ‘
sir© of the dams of 38 in the list; grandam. Rose Terry, by Hambletonian 10; great
grandam by Vermont Black Hawk S. 033
XO 223 3*“3333

YOUNG KING, Brother to Bingen, 2.06 1-4.
Foaled 1897,

toooke

2-20; Jam, Young Miss, by
Natiok’ Ma88 ’

ChaderWhit^ore, 237 Albany St., f^ton.

. . A. . . .
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THE FAIR OF FAIRS!
Eastern Maine State Fair.
THE GREAT EASTERN MAINE STATE
FAIR OF 1900 WILL BE HELD FROM

A ug. 28 to 31,
AT

MAPLEWOOD

PARK,

BANGOR.

This is to be the grandest fair ever held in Maine. In
addition to all there is to be seen at any great State Agricul
tural Fair the Management have made arrangements for more
free shows and exhibitions than ever came together on one
ground in Maine, such as the

LA POND TROUPE,
The Trick House Acrobats, Horizontal Bar Performers, Double
Trapeze, Jugglers, Slack Wire Performers, Etc., Etc.

MISS ALIO

DARING LEAP FOR LIFE

From a height of 15 feet in the air, head tirst into a tank of water upon the ground.

Dana Thompson’s Unexcelled Leap

THE

Also

Clouds

At a bei'dii of !H1 f> et , ‘urning a back somer nib ■ end lauding in a tank of
water. Then ' idditiou to tin horse racing a I urge purse has been offered
for a

Race Each Afternoon
Between

Locomobiles,

With one hundred dollars extra if a mile is made better than 2 minutes.
This will be worth seeing; two horseless carriages making a mile around the
track in two minutes or better. Then in the evening there will be the
greatest of all shows, the

BATTLE OF SAN JUAN,
With Teddy Roosevelt’s Rough Riders,
Charging up the hill and capturing the block house. 1 his is the same leddy Roosevelt that is now governor of New York and
who has been nominated for Vice-President of the United States. 1 he whole under the management of the PAIN’S FIRE
WORKS CO., who will give each evening their

Thrilling Pyrotecnic

Display
of Fireworks,
Newr before witnessed in Main^ctept at the gre<
fair of 1899. Those who saw the
of Manilla
will be able to form some idea of what
s^.ore por
the fair patr»us this year.

